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WARNING	You're	browsing	the	documentation	for	an	old	version	of	Laravel.	Consider	upgrading	your	project	to	Laravel	9.x.	Introduction	Many	web	applications	require	users	to	verify	their	email	addresses	before	using	the	application.	Rather	than	forcing	you	to	re-implement	this	on	each	application,	Laravel	provides	convenient	methods	for	sending
and	verifying	email	verification	requests.	Model	Preparation	To	get	started,	verify	that	your	App\User	model	implements	the	Illuminate\Contracts\Auth\MustVerifyEmail	contract:	use	Illuminate\Contracts\Auth\MustVerifyEmail;use	Illuminate\Foundation\Auth\User	as	Authenticatable;use	Illuminate\Notifications\Notifiable;class	User	extends
Authenticatable	implements	MustVerifyEmail	Database	Considerations	The	Email	Verification	Column	Next,	your	user	table	must	contain	an	email_verified_at	column	to	store	the	date	and	time	that	the	email	address	was	verified.	By	default,	the	users	table	migration	included	with	the	Laravel	framework	already	includes	this	column.	So,	all	you	need
to	do	is	run	your	database	migrations:	Routing	Laravel	includes	the	Auth\VerificationController	class	that	contains	the	necessary	logic	to	send	verification	links	and	verify	emails.	To	register	the	necessary	routes	for	this	controller,	pass	the	verify	option	to	the	Auth::routes	method:	Auth::routes(['verify'	=>	true]);	Protecting	Routes	Route	middleware
can	be	used	to	only	allow	verified	users	to	access	a	given	route.	Laravel	ships	with	a	verified	middleware,	which	is	defined	at	Illuminate\Auth\Middleware\EnsureEmailIsVerified.	Since	this	middleware	is	already	registered	in	your	application's	HTTP	kernel,	all	you	need	to	do	is	attach	the	middleware	to	a	route	definition:	Route::get('profile',	function	()
{	//	Only	verified	users	may	enter...})->middleware('verified');	Views	To	generate	all	of	the	necessary	view	for	email	verification,	you	may	use	the	laravel/ui	Composer	package:	composer	require	laravel/ui	"^1.2"	--devphp	artisan	ui	vue	--auth	The	email	verification	view	is	placed	in	resources/views/auth/verify.blade.php.	You	are	free	to	customize	this
view	as	needed	for	your	application.	After	Verifying	Emails	After	an	email	address	is	verified,	the	user	will	automatically	be	redirected	to	/home.	You	can	customize	the	post	verification	redirect	location	by	defining	a	redirectTo	method	or	property	on	the	VerificationController:	protected	$redirectTo	=	'/dashboard';	Events	Laravel	dispatches	events
during	the	email	verification	process.	You	may	attach	listeners	to	these	events	in	your	EventServiceProvider:	*	The	event	listener	mappings	for	the	application.	'Illuminate\Auth\Events\Verified'	=>	[	'App\Listeners\LogVerifiedUser',	Page	2	Introduction	Many	web	applications	provide	a	way	for	their	users	to	authenticate	with	the	application	and
"login".	Implementing	this	feature	in	web	applications	can	be	a	complex	and	potentially	risky	endeavor.	For	this	reason,	Laravel	strives	to	give	you	the	tools	you	need	to	implement	authentication	quickly,	securely,	and	easily.	At	its	core,	Laravel's	authentication	facilities	are	made	up	of	"guards"	and	"providers".	Guards	define	how	users	are
authenticated	for	each	request.	For	example,	Laravel	ships	with	a	session	guard	which	maintains	state	using	session	storage	and	cookies.	Providers	define	how	users	are	retrieved	from	your	persistent	storage.	Laravel	ships	with	support	for	retrieving	users	using	Eloquent	and	the	database	query	builder.	However,	you	are	free	to	define	additional
providers	as	needed	for	your	application.	Your	application's	authentication	configuration	file	is	located	at	config/auth.php.	This	file	contains	several	well-documented	options	for	tweaking	the	behavior	of	Laravel's	authentication	services.	{tip}	Guards	and	providers	should	not	be	confused	with	"roles"	and	"permissions".	To	learn	more	about
authorizing	user	actions	via	permissions,	please	refer	to	the	authorization	documentation.	Starter	Kits	Want	to	get	started	fast?	Install	a	Laravel	application	starter	kit	in	a	fresh	Laravel	application.	After	migrating	your	database,	navigate	your	browser	to	/register	or	any	other	URL	that	is	assigned	to	your	application.	The	starter	kits	will	take	care	of
scaffolding	your	entire	authentication	system!	Even	if	you	choose	not	to	use	a	starter	kit	in	your	final	Laravel	application,	installing	the	Laravel	Breeze	starter	kit	can	be	a	wonderful	opportunity	to	learn	how	to	implement	all	of	Laravel's	authentication	functionality	in	an	actual	Laravel	project.	Since	Laravel	Breeze	creates	authentication	controllers,
routes,	and	views	for	you,	you	can	examine	the	code	within	these	files	to	learn	how	Laravel's	authentication	features	may	be	implemented.	Database	Considerations	By	default,	Laravel	includes	an	App\Models\User	Eloquent	model	in	your	app/Models	directory.	This	model	may	be	used	with	the	default	Eloquent	authentication	driver.	If	your	application
is	not	using	Eloquent,	you	may	use	the	database	authentication	provider	which	uses	the	Laravel	query	builder.	When	building	the	database	schema	for	the	App\Models\User	model,	make	sure	the	password	column	is	at	least	60	characters	in	length.	Of	course,	the	users	table	migration	that	is	included	in	new	Laravel	applications	already	creates	a
column	that	exceeds	this	length.	Also,	you	should	verify	that	your	users	(or	equivalent)	table	contains	a	nullable,	string	remember_token	column	of	100	characters.	This	column	will	be	used	to	store	a	token	for	users	that	select	the	"remember	me"	option	when	logging	into	your	application.	Again,	the	default	users	table	migration	that	is	included	in	new
Laravel	applications	already	contains	this	column.	Ecosystem	Overview	Laravel	offers	several	packages	related	to	authentication.	Before	continuing,	we'll	review	the	general	authentication	ecosystem	in	Laravel	and	discuss	each	package's	intended	purpose.	First,	consider	how	authentication	works.	When	using	a	web	browser,	a	user	will	provide	their
username	and	password	via	a	login	form.	If	these	credentials	are	correct,	the	application	will	store	information	about	the	authenticated	user	in	the	user's	session.	A	cookie	issued	to	the	browser	contains	the	session	ID	so	that	subsequent	requests	to	the	application	can	associate	the	user	with	the	correct	session.	After	the	session	cookie	is	received,	the
application	will	retrieve	the	session	data	based	on	the	session	ID,	note	that	the	authentication	information	has	been	stored	in	the	session,	and	will	consider	the	user	as	"authenticated".	When	a	remote	service	needs	to	authenticate	to	access	an	API,	cookies	are	not	typically	used	for	authentication	because	there	is	no	web	browser.	Instead,	the	remote
service	sends	an	API	token	to	the	API	on	each	request.	The	application	may	validate	the	incoming	token	against	a	table	of	valid	API	tokens	and	"authenticate"	the	request	as	being	performed	by	the	user	associated	with	that	API	token.	Laravel's	Built-in	Browser	Authentication	Services	Laravel	includes	built-in	authentication	and	session	services	which
are	typically	accessed	via	the	Auth	and	Session	facades.	These	features	provide	cookie-based	authentication	for	requests	that	are	initiated	from	web	browsers.	They	provide	methods	that	allow	you	to	verify	a	user's	credentials	and	authenticate	the	user.	In	addition,	these	services	will	automatically	store	the	proper	authentication	data	in	the	user's
session	and	issue	the	user's	session	cookie.	A	discussion	of	how	to	use	these	services	is	contained	within	this	documentation.	Application	Starter	Kits	As	discussed	in	this	documentation,	you	can	interact	with	these	authentication	services	manually	to	build	your	application's	own	authentication	layer.	However,	to	help	you	get	started	more	quickly,	we
have	released	free	packages	that	provide	robust,	modern	scaffolding	of	the	entire	authentication	layer.	These	packages	are	Laravel	Breeze,	Laravel	Jetstream,	and	Laravel	Fortify.	Laravel	Breeze	is	a	simple,	minimal	implementation	of	all	of	Laravel's	authentication	features,	including	login,	registration,	password	reset,	email	verification,	and	password
confirmation.	Laravel	Breeze's	view	layer	is	comprised	of	simple	Blade	templates	styled	with	Tailwind	CSS.	To	get	started,	check	out	the	documentation	on	Laravel's	application	starter	kits.	Laravel	Fortify	is	a	headless	authentication	backend	for	Laravel	that	implements	many	of	the	features	found	in	this	documentation,	including	cookie-based
authentication	as	well	as	other	features	such	as	two-factor	authentication	and	email	verification.	Fortify	provides	the	authentication	backend	for	Laravel	Jetstream	or	may	be	used	independently	in	combination	with	Laravel	Sanctum	to	provide	authentication	for	an	SPA	that	needs	to	authenticate	with	Laravel.	Laravel	Jetstream	is	a	robust	application
starter	kit	that	consumes	and	exposes	Laravel	Fortify's	authentication	services	with	a	beautiful,	modern	UI	powered	by	Tailwind	CSS,	Livewire,	and	/	or	Inertia.	Laravel	Jetstream	includes	optional	support	for	two-factor	authentication,	team	support,	browser	session	management,	profile	management,	and	built-in	integration	with	Laravel	Sanctum	to
offer	API	token	authentication.	Laravel's	API	authentication	offerings	are	discussed	below.	Laravel's	API	Authentication	Services	Laravel	provides	two	optional	packages	to	assist	you	in	managing	API	tokens	and	authenticating	requests	made	with	API	tokens:	Passport	and	Sanctum.	Please	note	that	these	libraries	and	Laravel's	built-in	cookie	based
authentication	libraries	are	not	mutually	exclusive.	These	libraries	primarily	focus	on	API	token	authentication	while	the	built-in	authentication	services	focus	on	cookie	based	browser	authentication.	Many	applications	will	use	both	Laravel's	built-in	cookie	based	authentication	services	and	one	of	Laravel's	API	authentication	packages.	Passport
Passport	is	an	OAuth2	authentication	provider,	offering	a	variety	of	OAuth2	"grant	types"	which	allow	you	to	issue	various	types	of	tokens.	In	general,	this	is	a	robust	and	complex	package	for	API	authentication.	However,	most	applications	do	not	require	the	complex	features	offered	by	the	OAuth2	spec,	which	can	be	confusing	for	both	users	and
developers.	In	addition,	developers	have	been	historically	confused	about	how	to	authenticate	SPA	applications	or	mobile	applications	using	OAuth2	authentication	providers	like	Passport.	Sanctum	In	response	to	the	complexity	of	OAuth2	and	developer	confusion,	we	set	out	to	build	a	simpler,	more	streamlined	authentication	package	that	could
handle	both	first-party	web	requests	from	a	web	browser	and	API	requests	via	tokens.	This	goal	was	realized	with	the	release	of	Laravel	Sanctum,	which	should	be	considered	the	preferred	and	recommended	authentication	package	for	applications	that	will	be	offering	a	first-party	web	UI	in	addition	to	an	API,	or	will	be	powered	by	a	single-page
application	(SPA)	that	exists	separately	from	the	backend	Laravel	application,	or	applications	that	offer	a	mobile	client.	Laravel	Sanctum	is	a	hybrid	web	/	API	authentication	package	that	can	manage	your	application's	entire	authentication	process.	This	is	possible	because	when	Sanctum	based	applications	receive	a	request,	Sanctum	will	first
determine	if	the	request	includes	a	session	cookie	that	references	an	authenticated	session.	Sanctum	accomplishes	this	by	calling	Laravel's	built-in	authentication	services	which	we	discussed	earlier.	If	the	request	is	not	being	authenticated	via	a	session	cookie,	Sanctum	will	inspect	the	request	for	an	API	token.	If	an	API	token	is	present,	Sanctum	will
authenticate	the	request	using	that	token.	To	learn	more	about	this	process,	please	consult	Sanctum's	"how	it	works"	documentation.	Laravel	Sanctum	is	the	API	package	we	have	chosen	to	include	with	the	Laravel	Jetstream	application	starter	kit	because	we	believe	it	is	the	best	fit	for	the	majority	of	web	application's	authentication	needs.	Summary
&	Choosing	Your	Stack	In	summary,	if	your	application	will	be	accessed	using	a	browser	and	you	are	building	a	monolithic	Laravel	application,	your	application	will	use	Laravel's	built-in	authentication	services.	Next,	if	your	application	offers	an	API	that	will	be	consumed	by	third	parties,	you	will	choose	between	Passport	or	Sanctum	to	provide	API
token	authentication	for	your	application.	In	general,	Sanctum	should	be	preferred	when	possible	since	it	is	a	simple,	complete	solution	for	API	authentication,	SPA	authentication,	and	mobile	authentication,	including	support	for	"scopes"	or	"abilities".	If	you	are	building	a	single-page	application	(SPA)	that	will	be	powered	by	a	Laravel	backend,	you
should	use	Laravel	Sanctum.	When	using	Sanctum,	you	will	either	need	to	manually	implement	your	own	backend	authentication	routes	or	utilize	Laravel	Fortify	as	a	headless	authentication	backend	service	that	provides	routes	and	controllers	for	features	such	as	registration,	password	reset,	email	verification,	and	more.	Passport	may	be	chosen
when	your	application	absolutely	needs	all	of	the	features	provided	by	the	OAuth2	specification.	And,	if	you	would	like	to	get	started	quickly,	we	are	pleased	to	recommend	Laravel	Jetstream	as	a	quick	way	to	start	a	new	Laravel	application	that	already	uses	our	preferred	authentication	stack	of	Laravel's	built-in	authentication	services	and	Laravel
Sanctum.	Authentication	Quickstart	{note}	This	portion	of	the	documentation	discusses	authenticating	users	via	the	Laravel	application	starter	kits,	which	includes	UI	scaffolding	to	help	you	get	started	quickly.	If	you	would	like	to	integrate	with	Laravel's	authentication	systems	directly,	check	out	the	documentation	on	manually	authenticating	users.
Install	A	Starter	Kit	First,	you	should	install	a	Laravel	application	starter	kit.	Our	current	starter	kits,	Laravel	Breeze	and	Laravel	Jetstream,	offer	beautifully	designed	starting	points	for	incorporating	authentication	into	your	fresh	Laravel	application.	Laravel	Breeze	is	a	minimal,	simple	implementation	of	all	of	Laravel's	authentication	features,
including	login,	registration,	password	reset,	email	verification,	and	password	confirmation.	Laravel	Breeze's	view	layer	is	made	up	of	simple	Blade	templates	styled	with	Tailwind	CSS.	Breeze	also	offers	an	Inertia	based	scaffolding	option	using	Vue	or	React.	Laravel	Jetstream	is	a	more	robust	application	starter	kit	that	includes	support	for
scaffolding	your	application	with	Livewire	or	Inertia	and	Vue.	In	addition,	Jetstream	features	optional	support	for	two-factor	authentication,	teams,	profile	management,	browser	session	management,	API	support	via	Laravel	Sanctum,	account	deletion,	and	more.	Retrieving	The	Authenticated	User	After	installing	an	authentication	starter	kit	and
allowing	users	to	register	and	authenticate	with	your	application,	you	will	often	need	to	interact	with	the	currently	authenticated	user.	While	handling	an	incoming	request,	you	may	access	the	authenticated	user	via	the	Auth	facade's	user	method:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Auth;//	Retrieve	the	currently	authenticated	user...//	Retrieve	the
currently	authenticated	user's	ID...	Alternatively,	once	a	user	is	authenticated,	you	may	access	the	authenticated	user	via	an	Illuminate\Http\Request	instance.	Remember,	type-hinted	classes	will	automatically	be	injected	into	your	controller	methods.	By	type-hinting	the	Illuminate\Http\Request	object,	you	may	gain	convenient	access	to	the
authenticated	user	from	any	controller	method	in	your	application	via	the	request's	user	method:	namespace	App\Http\Controllers;use	Illuminate\Http\Request;class	FlightController	extends	Controller	*	Update	the	flight	information	for	an	existing	flight.	*	@param	\Illuminate\Http\Request	$request	*	@return	\Illuminate\Http\Response	public	function
update(Request	$request)	Determining	If	The	Current	User	Is	Authenticated	To	determine	if	the	user	making	the	incoming	HTTP	request	is	authenticated,	you	may	use	the	check	method	on	the	Auth	facade.	This	method	will	return	true	if	the	user	is	authenticated:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Auth;	//	The	user	is	logged	in...	{tip}	Even	though	it	is
possible	to	determine	if	a	user	is	authenticated	using	the	check	method,	you	will	typically	use	a	middleware	to	verify	that	the	user	is	authenticated	before	allowing	the	user	access	to	certain	routes	/	controllers.	To	learn	more	about	this,	check	out	the	documentation	on	protecting	routes.	Protecting	Routes	Route	middleware	can	be	used	to	only	allow
authenticated	users	to	access	a	given	route.	Laravel	ships	with	an	auth	middleware,	which	references	the	Illuminate\Auth\Middleware\Authenticate	class.	Since	this	middleware	is	already	registered	in	your	application's	HTTP	kernel,	all	you	need	to	do	is	attach	the	middleware	to	a	route	definition:	Route::get('/flights',	function	()	{	//	Only
authenticated	users	may	access	this	route...	Redirecting	Unauthenticated	Users	When	the	auth	middleware	detects	an	unauthenticated	user,	it	will	redirect	the	user	to	the	login	named	route.	You	may	modify	this	behavior	by	updating	the	redirectTo	function	in	your	application's	app/Http/Middleware/Authenticate.php	file:	*	Get	the	path	the	user
should	be	redirected	to.	*	@param	\Illuminate\Http\Request	$requestprotected	function	redirectTo($request)	Specifying	A	Guard	When	attaching	the	auth	middleware	to	a	route,	you	may	also	specify	which	"guard"	should	be	used	to	authenticate	the	user.	The	guard	specified	should	correspond	to	one	of	the	keys	in	the	guards	array	of	your	auth.php
configuration	file:	Route::get('/flights',	function	()	{	//	Only	authenticated	users	may	access	this	route...})->middleware('auth:admin');	Login	Throttling	If	you	are	using	the	Laravel	Breeze	or	Laravel	Jetstream	starter	kits,	rate	limiting	will	automatically	be	applied	to	login	attempts.	By	default,	the	user	will	not	be	able	to	login	for	one	minute	if	they	fail
to	provide	the	correct	credentials	after	several	attempts.	The	throttling	is	unique	to	the	user's	username	/	email	address	and	their	IP	address.	{tip}	If	you	would	like	to	rate	limit	other	routes	in	your	application,	check	out	the	rate	limiting	documentation.	Manually	Authenticating	Users	You	are	not	required	to	use	the	authentication	scaffolding	included
with	Laravel's	application	starter	kits.	If	you	choose	not	to	use	this	scaffolding,	you	will	need	to	manage	user	authentication	using	the	Laravel	authentication	classes	directly.	Don't	worry,	it's	a	cinch!	We	will	access	Laravel's	authentication	services	via	the	Auth	facade,	so	we'll	need	to	make	sure	to	import	the	Auth	facade	at	the	top	of	the	class.	Next,
let's	check	out	the	attempt	method.	The	attempt	method	is	normally	used	to	handle	authentication	attempts	from	your	application's	"login"	form.	If	authentication	is	successful,	you	should	regenerate	the	user's	session	to	prevent	session	fixation:	namespace	App\Http\Controllers;use	Illuminate\Http\Request;use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Auth;class
LoginController	extends	Controller	*	Handle	an	authentication	attempt.	*	@param	\Illuminate\Http\Request	$request	*	@return	\Illuminate\Http\Response	public	function	authenticate(Request	$request)	$credentials	=	$request->validate([	'email'	=>	['required',	'email'],	'password'	=>	['required'],	if	(Auth::attempt($credentials))	{	$request-
>session()->regenerate();	return	redirect()->intended('dashboard');	return	back()->withErrors([	'email'	=>	'The	provided	credentials	do	not	match	our	records.',	The	attempt	method	accepts	an	array	of	key	/	value	pairs	as	its	first	argument.	The	values	in	the	array	will	be	used	to	find	the	user	in	your	database	table.	So,	in	the	example	above,	the	user
will	be	retrieved	by	the	value	of	the	email	column.	If	the	user	is	found,	the	hashed	password	stored	in	the	database	will	be	compared	with	the	password	value	passed	to	the	method	via	the	array.	You	should	not	hash	the	incoming	request's	password	value,	since	the	framework	will	automatically	hash	the	value	before	comparing	it	to	the	hashed
password	in	the	database.	An	authenticated	session	will	be	started	for	the	user	if	the	two	hashed	passwords	match.	Remember,	Laravel's	authentication	services	will	retrieve	users	from	your	database	based	on	your	authentication	guard's	"provider"	configuration.	In	the	default	config/auth.php	configuration	file,	the	Eloquent	user	provider	is	specified
and	it	is	instructed	to	use	the	App\Models\User	model	when	retrieving	users.	You	may	change	these	values	within	your	configuration	file	based	on	the	needs	of	your	application.	The	attempt	method	will	return	true	if	authentication	was	successful.	Otherwise,	false	will	be	returned.	The	intended	method	provided	by	Laravel's	redirector	will	redirect	the
user	to	the	URL	they	were	attempting	to	access	before	being	intercepted	by	the	authentication	middleware.	A	fallback	URI	may	be	given	to	this	method	in	case	the	intended	destination	is	not	available.	Specifying	Additional	Conditions	If	you	wish,	you	may	also	add	extra	query	conditions	to	the	authentication	query	in	addition	to	the	user's	email	and
password.	To	accomplish	this,	we	may	simply	add	the	query	conditions	to	the	array	passed	to	the	attempt	method.	For	example,	we	may	verify	that	the	user	is	marked	as	"active":	if	(Auth::attempt(['email'	=>	$email,	'password'	=>	$password,	'active'	=>	1]))	{	//	Authentication	was	successful...	{note}	In	these	examples,	email	is	not	a	required	option,
it	is	merely	used	as	an	example.	You	should	use	whatever	column	name	corresponds	to	a	"username"	in	your	database	table.	Accessing	Specific	Guard	Instances	Via	the	Auth	facade's	guard	method,	you	may	specify	which	guard	instance	you	would	like	to	utilize	when	authenticating	the	user.	This	allows	you	to	manage	authentication	for	separate	parts
of	your	application	using	entirely	separate	authenticatable	models	or	user	tables.	The	guard	name	passed	to	the	guard	method	should	correspond	to	one	of	the	guards	configured	in	your	auth.php	configuration	file:	if	(Auth::guard('admin')->attempt($credentials))	{	Remembering	Users	Many	web	applications	provide	a	"remember	me"	checkbox	on
their	login	form.	If	you	would	like	to	provide	"remember	me"	functionality	in	your	application,	you	may	pass	a	boolean	value	as	the	second	argument	to	the	attempt	method.	When	this	value	is	true,	Laravel	will	keep	the	user	authenticated	indefinitely	or	until	they	manually	logout.	Your	users	table	must	include	the	string	remember_token	column,
which	will	be	used	to	store	the	"remember	me"	token.	The	users	table	migration	included	with	new	Laravel	applications	already	includes	this	column:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Auth;if	(Auth::attempt(['email'	=>	$email,	'password'	=>	$password],	$remember))	{	//	The	user	is	being	remembered...	If	your	application	offers	"remember	me"
functionality,	you	may	use	the	viaRemember	method	to	determine	if	the	currently	authenticated	user	was	authenticated	using	the	"remember	me"	cookie:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Auth;if	(Auth::viaRemember())	{	Other	Authentication	Methods	Authenticate	A	User	Instance	If	you	need	to	set	an	existing	user	instance	as	the	currently
authenticated	user,	you	may	pass	the	user	instance	to	the	Auth	facade's	login	method.	The	given	user	instance	must	be	an	implementation	of	the	Illuminate\Contracts\Auth\Authenticatable	contract.	The	App\Models\User	model	included	with	Laravel	already	implements	this	interface.	This	method	of	authentication	is	useful	when	you	already	have	a
valid	user	instance,	such	as	directly	after	a	user	registers	with	your	application:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Auth;	You	may	pass	a	boolean	value	as	the	second	argument	to	the	login	method.	This	value	indicates	if	"remember	me"	functionality	is	desired	for	the	authenticated	session.	Remember,	this	means	that	the	session	will	be	authenticated
indefinitely	or	until	the	user	manually	logs	out	of	the	application:	Auth::login($user,	$remember	=	true);	If	needed,	you	may	specify	an	authentication	guard	before	calling	the	login	method:	Auth::guard('admin')->login($user);	Authenticate	A	User	By	ID	To	authenticate	a	user	using	their	database	record's	primary	key,	you	may	use	the	loginUsingId
method.	This	method	accepts	the	primary	key	of	the	user	you	wish	to	authenticate:	You	may	pass	a	boolean	value	as	the	second	argument	to	the	loginUsingId	method.	This	value	indicates	if	"remember	me"	functionality	is	desired	for	the	authenticated	session.	Remember,	this	means	that	the	session	will	be	authenticated	indefinitely	or	until	the	user
manually	logs	out	of	the	application:	Auth::loginUsingId(1,	$remember	=	true);	Authenticate	A	User	Once	You	may	use	the	once	method	to	authenticate	a	user	with	the	application	for	a	single	request.	No	sessions	or	cookies	will	be	utilized	when	calling	this	method:	if	(Auth::once($credentials))	{	HTTP	Basic	Authentication	HTTP	Basic	Authentication
provides	a	quick	way	to	authenticate	users	of	your	application	without	setting	up	a	dedicated	"login"	page.	To	get	started,	attach	the	auth.basic	middleware	to	a	route.	The	auth.basic	middleware	is	included	with	the	Laravel	framework,	so	you	do	not	need	to	define	it:	Route::get('/profile',	function	()	{	//	Only	authenticated	users	may	access	this
route...})->middleware('auth.basic');	Once	the	middleware	has	been	attached	to	the	route,	you	will	automatically	be	prompted	for	credentials	when	accessing	the	route	in	your	browser.	By	default,	the	auth.basic	middleware	will	assume	the	email	column	on	your	users	database	table	is	the	user's	"username".	A	Note	On	FastCGI	If	you	are	using	PHP
FastCGI	and	Apache	to	serve	your	Laravel	application,	HTTP	Basic	authentication	may	not	work	correctly.	To	correct	these	problems,	the	following	lines	may	be	added	to	your	application's	.htaccess	file:	RewriteCond	%{HTTP:Authorization}	^(.+)$RewriteRule	.*	-	[E=HTTP_AUTHORIZATION:%{HTTP:Authorization}]	Stateless	HTTP	Basic
Authentication	You	may	also	use	HTTP	Basic	Authentication	without	setting	a	user	identifier	cookie	in	the	session.	This	is	primarily	helpful	if	you	choose	to	use	HTTP	Authentication	to	authenticate	requests	to	your	application's	API.	To	accomplish	this,	define	a	middleware	that	calls	the	onceBasic	method.	If	no	response	is	returned	by	the	onceBasic
method,	the	request	may	be	passed	further	into	the	application:	namespace	App\Http\Middleware;use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Auth;class	AuthenticateOnceWithBasicAuth	*	Handle	an	incoming	request.	*	@param	\Illuminate\Http\Request	$request	public	function	handle($request,	$next)	return	Auth::onceBasic()	?:	$next($request);	Next,	register
the	route	middleware	and	attach	it	to	a	route:	Route::get('/api/user',	function	()	{	//	Only	authenticated	users	may	access	this	route...})->middleware('auth.basic.once');	Logging	Out	To	manually	log	users	out	of	your	application,	you	may	use	the	logout	method	provided	by	the	Auth	facade.	This	will	remove	the	authentication	information	from	the	user's
session	so	that	subsequent	requests	are	not	authenticated.	In	addition	to	calling	the	logout	method,	it	is	recommended	that	you	invalidate	the	user's	session	and	regenerate	their	CSRF	token.	After	logging	the	user	out,	you	would	typically	redirect	the	user	to	the	root	of	your	application:	use	Illuminate\Http\Request;use
Illuminate\Support\Facades\Auth;	*	Log	the	user	out	of	the	application.	*	@param	\Illuminate\Http\Request	$request	*	@return	\Illuminate\Http\Responsepublic	function	logout(Request	$request)	$request->session()->invalidate();	$request->session()->regenerateToken();	Invalidating	Sessions	On	Other	Devices	Laravel	also	provides	a	mechanism	for
invalidating	and	"logging	out"	a	user's	sessions	that	are	active	on	other	devices	without	invalidating	the	session	on	their	current	device.	This	feature	is	typically	utilized	when	a	user	is	changing	or	updating	their	password	and	you	would	like	to	invalidate	sessions	on	other	devices	while	keeping	the	current	device	authenticated.	Before	getting	started,
you	should	make	sure	that	the	Illuminate\Session\Middleware\AuthenticateSession	middleware	is	included	on	the	routes	that	should	receive	session	authentication.	Typically,	you	should	place	this	middleware	on	a	route	group	definition	so	that	it	can	be	applied	to	the	majority	of	your	application's	routes.	By	default,	the	AuthenticateSession
middleware	may	be	attached	to	a	route	using	the	auth.session	route	middleware	key	as	defined	in	your	application's	HTTP	kernel:	Route::middleware(['auth',	'auth.session'])->group(function	()	{	Route::get('/',	function	()	{	Then,	you	may	use	the	logoutOtherDevices	method	provided	by	the	Auth	facade.	This	method	requires	the	user	to	confirm	their
current	password,	which	your	application	should	accept	through	an	input	form:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Auth;Auth::logoutOtherDevices($currentPassword);	When	the	logoutOtherDevices	method	is	invoked,	the	user's	other	sessions	will	be	invalidated	entirely,	meaning	they	will	be	"logged	out"	of	all	guards	they	were	previously	authenticated
by.	Password	Confirmation	While	building	your	application,	you	may	occasionally	have	actions	that	should	require	the	user	to	confirm	their	password	before	the	action	is	performed	or	before	the	user	is	redirected	to	a	sensitive	area	of	the	application.	Laravel	includes	built-in	middleware	to	make	this	process	a	breeze.	Implementing	this	feature	will
require	you	to	define	two	routes:	one	route	to	display	a	view	asking	the	user	to	confirm	their	password	and	another	route	to	confirm	that	the	password	is	valid	and	redirect	the	user	to	their	intended	destination.	{tip}	The	following	documentation	discusses	how	to	integrate	with	Laravel's	password	confirmation	features	directly;	however,	if	you	would
like	to	get	started	more	quickly,	the	Laravel	application	starter	kits	include	support	for	this	feature!	Configuration	After	confirming	their	password,	a	user	will	not	be	asked	to	confirm	their	password	again	for	three	hours.	However,	you	may	configure	the	length	of	time	before	the	user	is	re-prompted	for	their	password	by	changing	the	value	of	the
password_timeout	configuration	value	within	your	application's	config/auth.php	configuration	file.	Routing	The	Password	Confirmation	Form	First,	we	will	define	a	route	to	display	a	view	that	requests	the	user	to	confirm	their	password:	Route::get('/confirm-password',	function	()	{	return	view('auth.confirm-password');})->middleware('auth')-
>name('password.confirm');	As	you	might	expect,	the	view	that	is	returned	by	this	route	should	have	a	form	containing	a	password	field.	In	addition,	feel	free	to	include	text	within	the	view	that	explains	that	the	user	is	entering	a	protected	area	of	the	application	and	must	confirm	their	password.	Confirming	The	Password	Next,	we	will	define	a	route
that	will	handle	the	form	request	from	the	"confirm	password"	view.	This	route	will	be	responsible	for	validating	the	password	and	redirecting	the	user	to	their	intended	destination:	use	Illuminate\Http\Request;use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Hash;use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Redirect;Route::post('/confirm-password',	function	(Request	$request)
{	if	(!	Hash::check($request->password,	$request->user()->password))	{	return	back()->withErrors([	'password'	=>	['The	provided	password	does	not	match	our	records.']	$request->session()->passwordConfirmed();	return	redirect()->intended();})->middleware(['auth',	'throttle:6,1']);	Before	moving	on,	let's	examine	this	route	in	more	detail.	First,
the	request's	password	field	is	determined	to	actually	match	the	authenticated	user's	password.	If	the	password	is	valid,	we	need	to	inform	Laravel's	session	that	the	user	has	confirmed	their	password.	The	passwordConfirmed	method	will	set	a	timestamp	in	the	user's	session	that	Laravel	can	use	to	determine	when	the	user	last	confirmed	their
password.	Finally,	we	can	redirect	the	user	to	their	intended	destination.	Protecting	Routes	You	should	ensure	that	any	route	that	performs	an	action	which	requires	recent	password	confirmation	is	assigned	the	password.confirm	middleware.	This	middleware	is	included	with	the	default	installation	of	Laravel	and	will	automatically	store	the	user's
intended	destination	in	the	session	so	that	the	user	may	be	redirected	to	that	location	after	confirming	their	password.	After	storing	the	user's	intended	destination	in	the	session,	the	middleware	will	redirect	the	user	to	the	password.confirm	named	route:	Route::get('/settings',	function	()	{})->middleware(['password.confirm']);Route::post('/settings',
function	()	{})->middleware(['password.confirm']);	Adding	Custom	Guards	You	may	define	your	own	authentication	guards	using	the	extend	method	on	the	Auth	facade.	You	should	place	your	call	to	the	extend	method	within	a	service	provider.	Since	Laravel	already	ships	with	an	AuthServiceProvider,	we	can	place	the	code	in	that	provider:	use
App\Services\Auth\JwtGuard;use	Illuminate\Foundation\Support\Providers\AuthServiceProvider	as	ServiceProvider;use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Auth;class	AuthServiceProvider	extends	ServiceProvider	*	Register	any	application	authentication	/	authorization	services.	$this->registerPolicies();	Auth::extend('jwt',	function	($app,	$name,	array
$config)	{	//	Return	an	instance	of	Illuminate\Contracts\Auth\Guard...	return	new	JwtGuard(Auth::createUserProvider($config['provider']));	As	you	can	see	in	the	example	above,	the	callback	passed	to	the	extend	method	should	return	an	implementation	of	Illuminate\Contracts\Auth\Guard.	This	interface	contains	a	few	methods	you	will	need	to
implement	to	define	a	custom	guard.	Once	your	custom	guard	has	been	defined,	you	may	reference	the	guard	in	the	guards	configuration	of	your	auth.php	configuration	file:	Closure	Request	Guards	The	simplest	way	to	implement	a	custom,	HTTP	request	based	authentication	system	is	by	using	the	Auth::viaRequest	method.	This	method	allows	you	to
quickly	define	your	authentication	process	using	a	single	closure.	To	get	started,	call	the	Auth::viaRequest	method	within	the	boot	method	of	your	AuthServiceProvider.	The	viaRequest	method	accepts	an	authentication	driver	name	as	its	first	argument.	This	name	can	be	any	string	that	describes	your	custom	guard.	The	second	argument	passed	to
the	method	should	be	a	closure	that	receives	the	incoming	HTTP	request	and	returns	a	user	instance	or,	if	authentication	fails,	null:	use	Illuminate\Http\Request;use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Auth;	*	Register	any	application	authentication	/	authorization	services.	$this->registerPolicies();	Auth::viaRequest('custom-token',	function	(Request
$request)	{	return	User::where('token',	$request->token)->first();	Once	your	custom	authentication	driver	has	been	defined,	you	may	configure	it	as	a	driver	within	the	guards	configuration	of	your	auth.php	configuration	file:	'driver'	=>	'custom-token',	Adding	Custom	User	Providers	If	you	are	not	using	a	traditional	relational	database	to	store	your
users,	you	will	need	to	extend	Laravel	with	your	own	authentication	user	provider.	We	will	use	the	provider	method	on	the	Auth	facade	to	define	a	custom	user	provider.	The	user	provider	resolver	should	return	an	implementation	of	Illuminate\Contracts\Auth\UserProvider:	use	App\Extensions\MongoUserProvider;use
Illuminate\Foundation\Support\Providers\AuthServiceProvider	as	ServiceProvider;use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Auth;class	AuthServiceProvider	extends	ServiceProvider	*	Register	any	application	authentication	/	authorization	services.	$this->registerPolicies();	Auth::provider('mongo',	function	($app,	array	$config)	{	//	Return	an	instance	of
Illuminate\Contracts\Auth\UserProvider...	return	new	MongoUserProvider($app->make('mongo.connection'));	After	you	have	registered	the	provider	using	the	provider	method,	you	may	switch	to	the	new	user	provider	in	your	auth.php	configuration	file.	First,	define	a	provider	that	uses	your	new	driver:	Finally,	you	may	reference	this	provider	in	your
guards	configuration:	The	User	Provider	Contract	Illuminate\Contracts\Auth\UserProvider	implementations	are	responsible	for	fetching	an	Illuminate\Contracts\Auth\Authenticatable	implementation	out	of	a	persistent	storage	system,	such	as	MySQL,	MongoDB,	etc.	These	two	interfaces	allow	the	Laravel	authentication	mechanisms	to	continue
functioning	regardless	of	how	the	user	data	is	stored	or	what	type	of	class	is	used	to	represent	the	authenticated	user:	Let's	take	a	look	at	the	Illuminate\Contracts\Auth\UserProvider	contract:	namespace	Illuminate\Contracts\Auth;	public	function	retrieveById($identifier);	public	function	retrieveByToken($identifier,	$token);	public	function
updateRememberToken(Authenticatable	$user,	$token);	public	function	retrieveByCredentials(array	$credentials);	public	function	validateCredentials(Authenticatable	$user,	array	$credentials);	The	retrieveById	function	typically	receives	a	key	representing	the	user,	such	as	an	auto-incrementing	ID	from	a	MySQL	database.	The	Authenticatable
implementation	matching	the	ID	should	be	retrieved	and	returned	by	the	method.	The	retrieveByToken	function	retrieves	a	user	by	their	unique	$identifier	and	"remember	me"	$token,	typically	stored	in	a	database	column	like	remember_token.	As	with	the	previous	method,	the	Authenticatable	implementation	with	a	matching	token	value	should	be
returned	by	this	method.	The	updateRememberToken	method	updates	the	$user	instance's	remember_token	with	the	new	$token.	A	fresh	token	is	assigned	to	users	on	a	successful	"remember	me"	authentication	attempt	or	when	the	user	is	logging	out.	The	retrieveByCredentials	method	receives	the	array	of	credentials	passed	to	the	Auth::attempt
method	when	attempting	to	authenticate	with	an	application.	The	method	should	then	"query"	the	underlying	persistent	storage	for	the	user	matching	those	credentials.	Typically,	this	method	will	run	a	query	with	a	"where"	condition	that	searches	for	a	user	record	with	a	"username"	matching	the	value	of	$credentials['username'].	The	method	should
return	an	implementation	of	Authenticatable.	This	method	should	not	attempt	to	do	any	password	validation	or	authentication.	The	validateCredentials	method	should	compare	the	given	$user	with	the	$credentials	to	authenticate	the	user.	For	example,	this	method	will	typically	use	the	Hash::check	method	to	compare	the	value	of	$user-
>getAuthPassword()	to	the	value	of	$credentials['password'].	This	method	should	return	true	or	false	indicating	whether	the	password	is	valid.	The	Authenticatable	Contract	Now	that	we	have	explored	each	of	the	methods	on	the	UserProvider,	let's	take	a	look	at	the	Authenticatable	contract.	Remember,	user	providers	should	return	implementations
of	this	interface	from	the	retrieveById,	retrieveByToken,	and	retrieveByCredentials	methods:	namespace	Illuminate\Contracts\Auth;interface	Authenticatable	public	function	getAuthIdentifierName();	public	function	getAuthIdentifier();	public	function	getAuthPassword();	public	function	getRememberToken();	public	function
setRememberToken($value);	public	function	getRememberTokenName();	This	interface	is	simple.	The	getAuthIdentifierName	method	should	return	the	name	of	the	"primary	key"	field	of	the	user	and	the	getAuthIdentifier	method	should	return	the	"primary	key"	of	the	user.	When	using	a	MySQL	back-end,	this	would	likely	be	the	auto-incrementing
primary	key	assigned	to	the	user	record.	The	getAuthPassword	method	should	return	the	user's	hashed	password.	This	interface	allows	the	authentication	system	to	work	with	any	"user"	class,	regardless	of	what	ORM	or	storage	abstraction	layer	you	are	using.	By	default,	Laravel	includes	a	App\Models\User	class	in	the	app/Models	directory	which
implements	this	interface.	Events	Laravel	dispatches	a	variety	of	events	during	the	authentication	process.	You	may	attach	listeners	to	these	events	in	your	EventServiceProvider:	*	The	event	listener	mappings	for	the	application.	'Illuminate\Auth\Events\Registered'	=>	[	'App\Listeners\LogRegisteredUser',	'Illuminate\Auth\Events\Attempting'	=>	[
'App\Listeners\LogAuthenticationAttempt',	'Illuminate\Auth\Events\Authenticated'	=>	[	'App\Listeners\LogAuthenticated',	'Illuminate\Auth\Events\Login'	=>	[	'App\Listeners\LogSuccessfulLogin',	'Illuminate\Auth\Events\Failed'	=>	[	'App\Listeners\LogFailedLogin',	'Illuminate\Auth\Events\Validated'	=>	[	'App\Listeners\LogValidated',
'Illuminate\Auth\Events\Verified'	=>	[	'App\Listeners\LogVerified',	'Illuminate\Auth\Events\Logout'	=>	[	'App\Listeners\LogSuccessfulLogout',	'Illuminate\Auth\Events\CurrentDeviceLogout'	=>	[	'App\Listeners\LogCurrentDeviceLogout',	'Illuminate\Auth\Events\OtherDeviceLogout'	=>	[	'App\Listeners\LogOtherDeviceLogout',
'Illuminate\Auth\Events\Lockout'	=>	[	'App\Listeners\LogLockout',	'Illuminate\Auth\Events\PasswordReset'	=>	[	'App\Listeners\LogPasswordReset',	Page	3	Introduction	In	addition	to	providing	built-in	authentication	services,	Laravel	also	provides	a	simple	way	to	authorize	user	actions	against	a	given	resource.	For	example,	even	though	a	user	is
authenticated,	they	may	not	be	authorized	to	update	or	delete	certain	Eloquent	models	or	database	records	managed	by	your	application.	Laravel's	authorization	features	provide	an	easy,	organized	way	of	managing	these	types	of	authorization	checks.	Laravel	provides	two	primary	ways	of	authorizing	actions:	gates	and	policies.	Think	of	gates	and
policies	like	routes	and	controllers.	Gates	provide	a	simple,	closure-based	approach	to	authorization	while	policies,	like	controllers,	group	logic	around	a	particular	model	or	resource.	In	this	documentation,	we'll	explore	gates	first	and	then	examine	policies.	You	do	not	need	to	choose	between	exclusively	using	gates	or	exclusively	using	policies	when
building	an	application.	Most	applications	will	most	likely	contain	some	mixture	of	gates	and	policies,	and	that	is	perfectly	fine!	Gates	are	most	applicable	to	actions	that	are	not	related	to	any	model	or	resource,	such	as	viewing	an	administrator	dashboard.	In	contrast,	policies	should	be	used	when	you	wish	to	authorize	an	action	for	a	particular	model
or	resource.	Gates	Writing	Gates	{note}	Gates	are	a	great	way	to	learn	the	basics	of	Laravel's	authorization	features;	however,	when	building	robust	Laravel	applications	you	should	consider	using	policies	to	organize	your	authorization	rules.	Gates	are	simply	closures	that	determine	if	a	user	is	authorized	to	perform	a	given	action.	Typically,	gates	are
defined	within	the	boot	method	of	the	App\Providers\AuthServiceProvider	class	using	the	Gate	facade.	Gates	always	receive	a	user	instance	as	their	first	argument	and	may	optionally	receive	additional	arguments	such	as	a	relevant	Eloquent	model.	In	this	example,	we'll	define	a	gate	to	determine	if	a	user	can	update	a	given	App\Models\Post	model.
The	gate	will	accomplish	this	by	comparing	the	user's	id	against	the	user_id	of	the	user	that	created	the	post:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Gate;	*	Register	any	authentication	/	authorization	services.	$this->registerPolicies();	Gate::define('update-post',	function	(User	$user,	Post	$post)	{	return	$user->id	===	$post->user_id;	Like	controllers,
gates	may	also	be	defined	using	a	class	callback	array:	use	App\Policies\PostPolicy;use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Gate;	*	Register	any	authentication	/	authorization	services.	$this->registerPolicies();	Gate::define('update-post',	[PostPolicy::class,	'update']);	Authorizing	Actions	To	authorize	an	action	using	gates,	you	should	use	the	allows	or	denies
methods	provided	by	the	Gate	facade.	Note	that	you	are	not	required	to	pass	the	currently	authenticated	user	to	these	methods.	Laravel	will	automatically	take	care	of	passing	the	user	into	the	gate	closure.	It	is	typical	to	call	the	gate	authorization	methods	within	your	application's	controllers	before	performing	an	action	that	requires	authorization:
namespace	App\Http\Controllers;use	App\Http\Controllers\Controller;use	Illuminate\Http\Request;use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Gate;class	PostController	extends	Controller	*	@param	\Illuminate\Http\Request	$request	*	@param	\App\Models\Post	$post	*	@return	\Illuminate\Http\Response	public	function	update(Request	$request,	Post	$post)	if	(!
Gate::allows('update-post',	$post))	{	If	you	would	like	to	determine	if	a	user	other	than	the	currently	authenticated	user	is	authorized	to	perform	an	action,	you	may	use	the	forUser	method	on	the	Gate	facade:	if	(Gate::forUser($user)->allows('update-post',	$post))	{	//	The	user	can	update	the	post...if	(Gate::forUser($user)->denies('update-post',	$post))
{	//	The	user	can't	update	the	post...	You	may	authorize	multiple	actions	at	a	time	using	the	any	or	none	methods:	if	(Gate::any(['update-post',	'delete-post'],	$post))	{	//	The	user	can	update	or	delete	the	post...if	(Gate::none(['update-post',	'delete-post'],	$post))	{	//	The	user	can't	update	or	delete	the	post...	Authorizing	Or	Throwing	Exceptions	If	you
would	like	to	attempt	to	authorize	an	action	and	automatically	throw	an	Illuminate\Auth\Access\AuthorizationException	if	the	user	is	not	allowed	to	perform	the	given	action,	you	may	use	the	Gate	facade's	authorize	method.	Instances	of	AuthorizationException	are	automatically	converted	to	a	403	HTTP	response	by	Laravel's	exception	handler:
Gate::authorize('update-post',	$post);//	The	action	is	authorized...	Supplying	Additional	Context	The	gate	methods	for	authorizing	abilities	(allows,	denies,	check,	any,	none,	authorize,	can,	cannot)	and	the	authorization	Blade	directives	(@can,	@cannot,	@canany)	can	receive	an	array	as	their	second	argument.	These	array	elements	are	passed	as
parameters	to	the	gate	closure,	and	can	be	used	for	additional	context	when	making	authorization	decisions:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Gate;Gate::define('create-post',	function	(User	$user,	Category	$category,	$pinned)	{	if	(!	$user->canPublishToGroup($category->group))	{	}	elseif	($pinned	&&	!	$user->canPinPosts())	{if	(Gate::check('create-
post',	[$category,	$pinned]))	{	//	The	user	can	create	the	post...	Gate	Responses	So	far,	we	have	only	examined	gates	that	return	simple	boolean	values.	However,	sometimes	you	may	wish	to	return	a	more	detailed	response,	including	an	error	message.	To	do	so,	you	may	return	an	Illuminate\Auth\Access\Response	from	your	gate:	use
Illuminate\Auth\Access\Response;use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Gate;Gate::define('edit-settings',	function	(User	$user)	{	:	Response::deny('You	must	be	an	administrator.');	Even	when	you	return	an	authorization	response	from	your	gate,	the	Gate::allows	method	will	still	return	a	simple	boolean	value;	however,	you	may	use	the	Gate::inspect	method
to	get	the	full	authorization	response	returned	by	the	gate:	$response	=	Gate::inspect('edit-settings');if	($response->allowed())	{	//	The	action	is	authorized...	echo	$response->message();	When	using	the	Gate::authorize	method,	which	throws	an	AuthorizationException	if	the	action	is	not	authorized,	the	error	message	provided	by	the	authorization
response	will	be	propagated	to	the	HTTP	response:	Gate::authorize('edit-settings');//	The	action	is	authorized...	Intercepting	Gate	Checks	Sometimes,	you	may	wish	to	grant	all	abilities	to	a	specific	user.	You	may	use	the	before	method	to	define	a	closure	that	is	run	before	all	other	authorization	checks:	use
Illuminate\Support\Facades\Gate;Gate::before(function	($user,	$ability)	{	if	($user->isAdministrator())	{	If	the	before	closure	returns	a	non-null	result	that	result	will	be	considered	the	result	of	the	authorization	check.	You	may	use	the	after	method	to	define	a	closure	to	be	executed	after	all	other	authorization	checks:	Gate::after(function	($user,
$ability,	$result,	$arguments)	{	if	($user->isAdministrator())	{	Similar	to	the	before	method,	if	the	after	closure	returns	a	non-null	result	that	result	will	be	considered	the	result	of	the	authorization	check.	Inline	Authorization	Occasionally,	you	may	wish	to	determine	if	the	currently	authenticated	user	is	authorized	to	perform	a	given	action	without
writing	a	dedicated	gate	that	corresponds	to	the	action.	Laravel	allows	you	to	perform	these	types	of	"inline"	authorization	checks	via	the	Gate::allowIf	and	Gate::denyIf	methods:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Gate;Gate::allowIf(fn	($user)	=>	$user->isAdministrator());Gate::denyIf(fn	($user)	=>	$user->banned());	If	the	action	is	not	authorized	or	if
no	user	is	currently	authenticated,	Laravel	will	automatically	throw	an	Illuminate\Auth\Access\AuthorizationException	exception.	Instances	of	AuthorizationException	are	automatically	converted	to	a	403	HTTP	response	by	Laravel's	exception	handler.	Creating	Policies	Generating	Policies	Policies	are	classes	that	organize	authorization	logic	around	a
particular	model	or	resource.	For	example,	if	your	application	is	a	blog,	you	may	have	a	App\Models\Post	model	and	a	corresponding	App\Policies\PostPolicy	to	authorize	user	actions	such	as	creating	or	updating	posts.	You	may	generate	a	policy	using	the	make:policy	Artisan	command.	The	generated	policy	will	be	placed	in	the	app/Policies	directory.
If	this	directory	does	not	exist	in	your	application,	Laravel	will	create	it	for	you:	php	artisan	make:policy	PostPolicy	The	make:policy	command	will	generate	an	empty	policy	class.	If	you	would	like	to	generate	a	class	with	example	policy	methods	related	to	viewing,	creating,	updating,	and	deleting	the	resource,	you	may	provide	a	--model	option	when
executing	the	command:	php	artisan	make:policy	PostPolicy	--model=Post	Registering	Policies	Once	the	policy	class	has	been	created,	it	needs	to	be	registered.	Registering	policies	is	how	we	can	inform	Laravel	which	policy	to	use	when	authorizing	actions	against	a	given	model	type.	The	App\Providers\AuthServiceProvider	included	with	fresh	Laravel
applications	contains	a	policies	property	which	maps	your	Eloquent	models	to	their	corresponding	policies.	Registering	a	policy	will	instruct	Laravel	which	policy	to	utilize	when	authorizing	actions	against	a	given	Eloquent	model:	use	App\Policies\PostPolicy;use	Illuminate\Foundation\Support\Providers\AuthServiceProvider	as	ServiceProvider;use
Illuminate\Support\Facades\Gate;class	AuthServiceProvider	extends	ServiceProvider	*	The	policy	mappings	for	the	application.	Post::class	=>	PostPolicy::class,	*	Register	any	application	authentication	/	authorization	services.	$this->registerPolicies();	Policy	Auto-Discovery	Instead	of	manually	registering	model	policies,	Laravel	can	automatically
discover	policies	as	long	as	the	model	and	policy	follow	standard	Laravel	naming	conventions.	Specifically,	the	policies	must	be	in	a	Policies	directory	at	or	above	the	directory	that	contains	your	models.	So,	for	example,	the	models	may	be	placed	in	the	app/Models	directory	while	the	policies	may	be	placed	in	the	app/Policies	directory.	In	this
situation,	Laravel	will	check	for	policies	in	app/Models/Policies	then	app/Policies.	In	addition,	the	policy	name	must	match	the	model	name	and	have	a	Policy	suffix.	So,	a	User	model	would	correspond	to	a	UserPolicy	policy	class.	If	you	would	like	to	define	your	own	policy	discovery	logic,	you	may	register	a	custom	policy	discovery	callback	using	the
Gate::guessPolicyNamesUsing	method.	Typically,	this	method	should	be	called	from	the	boot	method	of	your	application's	AuthServiceProvider:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Gate;Gate::guessPolicyNamesUsing(function	($modelClass)	{	//	Return	the	name	of	the	policy	class	for	the	given	model...	{note}	Any	policies	that	are	explicitly	mapped	in
your	AuthServiceProvider	will	take	precedence	over	any	potentially	auto-discovered	policies.	Writing	Policies	Policy	Methods	Once	the	policy	class	has	been	registered,	you	may	add	methods	for	each	action	it	authorizes.	For	example,	let's	define	an	update	method	on	our	PostPolicy	which	determines	if	a	given	App\Models\User	can	update	a	given
App\Models\Post	instance.	The	update	method	will	receive	a	User	and	a	Post	instance	as	its	arguments,	and	should	return	true	or	false	indicating	whether	the	user	is	authorized	to	update	the	given	Post.	So,	in	this	example,	we	will	verify	that	the	user's	id	matches	the	user_id	on	the	post:	*	Determine	if	the	given	post	can	be	updated	by	the	user.	*
@param	\App\Models\User	$user	*	@param	\App\Models\Post	$post	public	function	update(User	$user,	Post	$post)	return	$user->id	===	$post->user_id;	You	may	continue	to	define	additional	methods	on	the	policy	as	needed	for	the	various	actions	it	authorizes.	For	example,	you	might	define	view	or	delete	methods	to	authorize	various	Post	related
actions,	but	remember	you	are	free	to	give	your	policy	methods	any	name	you	like.	If	you	used	the	--model	option	when	generating	your	policy	via	the	Artisan	console,	it	will	already	contain	methods	for	the	viewAny,	view,	create,	update,	delete,	restore,	and	forceDelete	actions.	{tip}	All	policies	are	resolved	via	the	Laravel	service	container,	allowing
you	to	type-hint	any	needed	dependencies	in	the	policy's	constructor	to	have	them	automatically	injected.	Policy	Responses	So	far,	we	have	only	examined	policy	methods	that	return	simple	boolean	values.	However,	sometimes	you	may	wish	to	return	a	more	detailed	response,	including	an	error	message.	To	do	so,	you	may	return	an
Illuminate\Auth\Access\Response	instance	from	your	policy	method:	use	Illuminate\Auth\Access\Response;	*	Determine	if	the	given	post	can	be	updated	by	the	user.	*	@param	\App\Models\User	$user	*	@param	\App\Models\Post	$post	*	@return	\Illuminate\Auth\Access\Responsepublic	function	update(User	$user,	Post	$post)	return	$user->id	===
$post->user_id	:	Response::deny('You	do	not	own	this	post.');	When	returning	an	authorization	response	from	your	policy,	the	Gate::allows	method	will	still	return	a	simple	boolean	value;	however,	you	may	use	the	Gate::inspect	method	to	get	the	full	authorization	response	returned	by	the	gate:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Gate;$response	=
Gate::inspect('update',	$post);if	($response->allowed())	{	//	The	action	is	authorized...	echo	$response->message();	When	using	the	Gate::authorize	method,	which	throws	an	AuthorizationException	if	the	action	is	not	authorized,	the	error	message	provided	by	the	authorization	response	will	be	propagated	to	the	HTTP	response:
Gate::authorize('update',	$post);//	The	action	is	authorized...	Methods	Without	Models	Some	policy	methods	only	receive	an	instance	of	the	currently	authenticated	user.	This	situation	is	most	common	when	authorizing	create	actions.	For	example,	if	you	are	creating	a	blog,	you	may	wish	to	determine	if	a	user	is	authorized	to	create	any	posts	at	all.	In
these	situations,	your	policy	method	should	only	expect	to	receive	a	user	instance:	*	Determine	if	the	given	user	can	create	posts.	*	@param	\App\Models\User	$userpublic	function	create(User	$user)	return	$user->role	==	'writer';	Guest	Users	By	default,	all	gates	and	policies	automatically	return	false	if	the	incoming	HTTP	request	was	not	initiated
by	an	authenticated	user.	However,	you	may	allow	these	authorization	checks	to	pass	through	to	your	gates	and	policies	by	declaring	an	"optional"	type-hint	or	supplying	a	null	default	value	for	the	user	argument	definition:	*	Determine	if	the	given	post	can	be	updated	by	the	user.	*	@param	\App\Models\User	$user	*	@param	\App\Models\Post	$post
public	function	update(?User	$user,	Post	$post)	return	optional($user)->id	===	$post->user_id;	Policy	Filters	For	certain	users,	you	may	wish	to	authorize	all	actions	within	a	given	policy.	To	accomplish	this,	define	a	before	method	on	the	policy.	The	before	method	will	be	executed	before	any	other	methods	on	the	policy,	giving	you	an	opportunity	to
authorize	the	action	before	the	intended	policy	method	is	actually	called.	This	feature	is	most	commonly	used	for	authorizing	application	administrators	to	perform	any	action:	*	Perform	pre-authorization	checks.	*	@param	\App\Models\User	$userpublic	function	before(User	$user,	$ability)	if	($user->isAdministrator())	{	If	you	would	like	to	deny	all
authorization	checks	for	a	particular	type	of	user	then	you	may	return	false	from	the	before	method.	If	null	is	returned,	the	authorization	check	will	fall	through	to	the	policy	method.	{note}	The	before	method	of	a	policy	class	will	not	be	called	if	the	class	doesn't	contain	a	method	with	a	name	matching	the	name	of	the	ability	being	checked.
Authorizing	Actions	Using	Policies	Via	The	User	Model	The	App\Models\User	model	that	is	included	with	your	Laravel	application	includes	two	helpful	methods	for	authorizing	actions:	can	and	cannot.	The	can	and	cannot	methods	receive	the	name	of	the	action	you	wish	to	authorize	and	the	relevant	model.	For	example,	let's	determine	if	a	user	is
authorized	to	update	a	given	App\Models\Post	model.	Typically,	this	will	be	done	within	a	controller	method:	namespace	App\Http\Controllers;use	App\Http\Controllers\Controller;use	Illuminate\Http\Request;class	PostController	extends	Controller	*	@param	\Illuminate\Http\Request	$request	*	@param	\App\Models\Post	$post	*	@return
\Illuminate\Http\Response	public	function	update(Request	$request,	Post	$post)	if	($request->user()->cannot('update',	$post))	{	If	a	policy	is	registered	for	the	given	model,	the	can	method	will	automatically	call	the	appropriate	policy	and	return	the	boolean	result.	If	no	policy	is	registered	for	the	model,	the	can	method	will	attempt	to	call	the	closure-
based	Gate	matching	the	given	action	name.	Actions	That	Don't	Require	Models	Remember,	some	actions	may	correspond	to	policy	methods	like	create	that	do	not	require	a	model	instance.	In	these	situations,	you	may	pass	a	class	name	to	the	can	method.	The	class	name	will	be	used	to	determine	which	policy	to	use	when	authorizing	the	action:
namespace	App\Http\Controllers;use	App\Http\Controllers\Controller;use	Illuminate\Http\Request;class	PostController	extends	Controller	*	@param	\Illuminate\Http\Request	$request	*	@return	\Illuminate\Http\Response	public	function	store(Request	$request)	if	($request->user()->cannot('create',	Post::class))	{	Via	Controller	Helpers	In	addition	to
helpful	methods	provided	to	the	App\Models\User	model,	Laravel	provides	a	helpful	authorize	method	to	any	of	your	controllers	which	extend	the	App\Http\Controllers\Controller	base	class.	Like	the	can	method,	this	method	accepts	the	name	of	the	action	you	wish	to	authorize	and	the	relevant	model.	If	the	action	is	not	authorized,	the	authorize
method	will	throw	an	Illuminate\Auth\Access\AuthorizationException	exception	which	the	Laravel	exception	handler	will	automatically	convert	to	an	HTTP	response	with	a	403	status	code:	namespace	App\Http\Controllers;use	App\Http\Controllers\Controller;use	Illuminate\Http\Request;class	PostController	extends	Controller	*	Update	the	given	blog
post.	*	@param	\Illuminate\Http\Request	$request	*	@param	\App\Models\Post	$post	*	@return	\Illuminate\Http\Response	*	@throws	\Illuminate\Auth\Access\AuthorizationException	public	function	update(Request	$request,	Post	$post)	$this->authorize('update',	$post);	//	The	current	user	can	update	the	blog	post...	Actions	That	Don't	Require	Models
As	previously	discussed,	some	policy	methods	like	create	do	not	require	a	model	instance.	In	these	situations,	you	should	pass	a	class	name	to	the	authorize	method.	The	class	name	will	be	used	to	determine	which	policy	to	use	when	authorizing	the	action:	use	Illuminate\Http\Request;	*	Create	a	new	blog	post.	*	@param	\Illuminate\Http\Request
$request	*	@return	\Illuminate\Http\Response	*	@throws	\Illuminate\Auth\Access\AuthorizationExceptionpublic	function	create(Request	$request)	$this->authorize('create',	Post::class);	//	The	current	user	can	create	blog	posts...	Authorizing	Resource	Controllers	If	you	are	utilizing	resource	controllers,	you	may	make	use	of	the	authorizeResource
method	in	your	controller's	constructor.	This	method	will	attach	the	appropriate	can	middleware	definitions	to	the	resource	controller's	methods.	The	authorizeResource	method	accepts	the	model's	class	name	as	its	first	argument,	and	the	name	of	the	route	/	request	parameter	that	will	contain	the	model's	ID	as	its	second	argument.	You	should
ensure	your	resource	controller	is	created	using	the	--model	flag	so	that	it	has	the	required	method	signatures	and	type	hints:	namespace	App\Http\Controllers;use	App\Http\Controllers\Controller;use	Illuminate\Http\Request;class	PostController	extends	Controller	*	Create	the	controller	instance.	public	function	__construct()	$this-
>authorizeResource(Post::class,	'post');	The	following	controller	methods	will	be	mapped	to	their	corresponding	policy	method.	When	requests	are	routed	to	the	given	controller	method,	the	corresponding	policy	method	will	automatically	be	invoked	before	the	controller	method	is	executed:	Controller	Method	Policy	Method	index	viewAny	show	view
create	create	store	create	edit	update	update	update	destroy	delete	{tip}	You	may	use	the	make:policy	command	with	the	--model	option	to	quickly	generate	a	policy	class	for	a	given	model:	php	artisan	make:policy	PostPolicy	--model=Post.	Via	Middleware	Laravel	includes	a	middleware	that	can	authorize	actions	before	the	incoming	request	even
reaches	your	routes	or	controllers.	By	default,	the	Illuminate\Auth\Middleware\Authorize	middleware	is	assigned	the	can	key	in	your	App\Http\Kernel	class.	Let's	explore	an	example	of	using	the	can	middleware	to	authorize	that	a	user	can	update	a	post:	Route::put('/post/{post}',	function	(Post	$post)	{	//	The	current	user	may	update	the	post...})-
>middleware('can:update,post');	In	this	example,	we're	passing	the	can	middleware	two	arguments.	The	first	is	the	name	of	the	action	we	wish	to	authorize	and	the	second	is	the	route	parameter	we	wish	to	pass	to	the	policy	method.	In	this	case,	since	we	are	using	implicit	model	binding,	a	App\Models\Post	model	will	be	passed	to	the	policy	method.
If	the	user	is	not	authorized	to	perform	the	given	action,	an	HTTP	response	with	a	403	status	code	will	be	returned	by	the	middleware.	For	convenience,	you	may	also	attach	the	can	middleware	to	your	route	using	the	can	method:	Route::put('/post/{post}',	function	(Post	$post)	{	//	The	current	user	may	update	the	post...})->can('update',	'post');
Actions	That	Don't	Require	Models	Again,	some	policy	methods	like	create	do	not	require	a	model	instance.	In	these	situations,	you	may	pass	a	class	name	to	the	middleware.	The	class	name	will	be	used	to	determine	which	policy	to	use	when	authorizing	the	action:	Route::post('/post',	function	()	{	//	The	current	user	may	create	posts...})-
>middleware('can:create,App\Models\Post');	Specifying	the	entire	class	name	within	a	string	middleware	definition	can	become	cumbersome.	For	that	reason,	you	may	choose	to	attach	the	can	middleware	to	your	route	using	the	can	method:	Route::post('/post',	function	()	{	//	The	current	user	may	create	posts...})->can('create',	Post::class);	Via	Blade
Templates	When	writing	Blade	templates,	you	may	wish	to	display	a	portion	of	the	page	only	if	the	user	is	authorized	to	perform	a	given	action.	For	example,	you	may	wish	to	show	an	update	form	for	a	blog	post	only	if	the	user	can	actually	update	the	post.	In	this	situation,	you	may	use	the	@can	and	@cannot	directives:	@elsecan('create',
App\Models\Post::class)	@elsecannot('create',	App\Models\Post::class)	These	directives	are	convenient	shortcuts	for	writing	@if	and	@unless	statements.	The	@can	and	@cannot	statements	above	are	equivalent	to	the	following	statements:	@if	(Auth::user()->can('update',	$post))	@unless	(Auth::user()->can('update',	$post))	You	may	also	determine	if
a	user	is	authorized	to	perform	any	action	from	a	given	array	of	actions.	To	accomplish	this,	use	the	@canany	directive:	@canany(['update',	'view',	'delete'],	$post)	@elsecanany(['create'],	\App\Models\Post::class)	Actions	That	Don't	Require	Models	Like	most	of	the	other	authorization	methods,	you	may	pass	a	class	name	to	the	@can	and	@cannot
directives	if	the	action	does	not	require	a	model	instance:	@can('create',	App\Models\Post::class)	@cannot('create',	App\Models\Post::class)	Supplying	Additional	Context	When	authorizing	actions	using	policies,	you	may	pass	an	array	as	the	second	argument	to	the	various	authorization	functions	and	helpers.	The	first	element	in	the	array	will	be	used
to	determine	which	policy	should	be	invoked,	while	the	rest	of	the	array	elements	are	passed	as	parameters	to	the	policy	method	and	can	be	used	for	additional	context	when	making	authorization	decisions.	For	example,	consider	the	following	PostPolicy	method	definition	which	contains	an	additional	$category	parameter:	*	Determine	if	the	given
post	can	be	updated	by	the	user.	*	@param	\App\Models\User	$user	*	@param	\App\Models\Post	$postpublic	function	update(User	$user,	Post	$post,	int	$category)	return	$user->id	===	$post->user_id	&&	$user->canUpdateCategory($category);	When	attempting	to	determine	if	the	authenticated	user	can	update	a	given	post,	we	can	invoke	this
policy	method	like	so:	*	Update	the	given	blog	post.	*	@param	\Illuminate\Http\Request	$request	*	@param	\App\Models\Post	$post	*	@return	\Illuminate\Http\Response	*	@throws	\Illuminate\Auth\Access\AuthorizationExceptionpublic	function	update(Request	$request,	Post	$post)	$this->authorize('update',	[$post,	$request->category]);	//	The
current	user	can	update	the	blog	post...	Page	4	Introduction	{tip}	Before	digging	into	Laravel	Horizon,	you	should	familiarize	yourself	with	Laravel's	base	queue	services.	Horizon	augments	Laravel's	queue	with	additional	features	that	may	be	confusing	if	you	are	not	already	familiar	with	the	basic	queue	features	offered	by	Laravel.	Laravel	Horizon
provides	a	beautiful	dashboard	and	code-driven	configuration	for	your	Laravel	powered	Redis	queues.	Horizon	allows	you	to	easily	monitor	key	metrics	of	your	queue	system	such	as	job	throughput,	runtime,	and	job	failures.	When	using	Horizon,	all	of	your	queue	worker	configuration	is	stored	in	a	single,	simple	configuration	file.	By	defining	your
application's	worker	configuration	in	a	version	controlled	file,	you	may	easily	scale	or	modify	your	application's	queue	workers	when	deploying	your	application.	Installation	{note}	Laravel	Horizon	requires	that	you	use	Redis	to	power	your	queue.	Therefore,	you	should	ensure	that	your	queue	connection	is	set	to	redis	in	your	application's
config/queue.php	configuration	file.	You	may	install	Horizon	into	your	project	using	the	Composer	package	manager:	composer	require	laravel/horizon	After	installing	Horizon,	publish	its	assets	using	the	horizon:install	Artisan	command:	php	artisan	horizon:install	Configuration	After	publishing	Horizon's	assets,	its	primary	configuration	file	will	be
located	at	config/horizon.php.	This	configuration	file	allows	you	to	configure	the	queue	worker	options	for	your	application.	Each	configuration	option	includes	a	description	of	its	purpose,	so	be	sure	to	thoroughly	explore	this	file.	{note}	Horizon	uses	a	Redis	connection	named	horizon	internally.	This	Redis	connection	name	is	reserved	and	should	not
be	assigned	to	another	Redis	connection	in	the	database.php	configuration	file	or	as	the	value	of	the	use	option	in	the	horizon.php	configuration	file.	Environments	After	installation,	the	primary	Horizon	configuration	option	that	you	should	familiarize	yourself	with	is	the	environments	configuration	option.	This	configuration	option	is	an	array	of
environments	that	your	application	runs	on	and	defines	the	worker	process	options	for	each	environment.	By	default,	this	entry	contains	a	production	and	local	environment.	However,	you	are	free	to	add	more	environments	as	needed:	When	you	start	Horizon,	it	will	use	the	worker	process	configuration	options	for	the	environment	that	your
application	is	running	on.	Typically,	the	environment	is	determined	by	the	value	of	the	APP_ENV	environment	variable.	For	example,	the	default	local	Horizon	environment	is	configured	to	start	three	worker	processes	and	automatically	balance	the	number	of	worker	processes	assigned	to	each	queue.	The	default	production	environment	is	configured
to	start	a	maximum	of	10	worker	processes	and	automatically	balance	the	number	of	worker	processes	assigned	to	each	queue.	{note}	You	should	ensure	that	the	environments	portion	of	your	horizon	configuration	file	contains	an	entry	for	each	environment	on	which	you	plan	to	run	Horizon.	Supervisors	As	you	can	see	in	Horizon's	default
configuration	file.	Each	environment	can	contain	one	or	more	"supervisors".	By	default,	the	configuration	file	defines	this	supervisor	as	supervisor-1;	however,	you	are	free	to	name	your	supervisors	whatever	you	want.	Each	supervisor	is	essentially	responsible	for	"supervising"	a	group	of	worker	processes	and	takes	care	of	balancing	worker	processes
across	queues.	You	may	add	additional	supervisors	to	a	given	environment	if	you	would	like	to	define	a	new	group	of	worker	processes	that	should	run	in	that	environment.	You	may	choose	to	do	this	if	you	would	like	to	define	a	different	balancing	strategy	or	worker	process	count	for	a	given	queue	used	by	your	application.	Default	Values	Within
Horizon's	default	configuration	file,	you	will	notice	a	defaults	configuration	option.	This	configuration	option	specifies	the	default	values	for	your	application's	supervisors.	The	supervisor's	default	configuration	values	will	be	merged	into	the	supervisor's	configuration	for	each	environment,	allowing	you	to	avoid	unnecessary	repetition	when	defining
your	supervisors.	Balancing	Strategies	Unlike	Laravel's	default	queue	system,	Horizon	allows	you	to	choose	from	three	worker	balancing	strategies:	simple,	auto,	and	false.	The	simple	strategy,	which	is	the	configuration	file's	default,	splits	incoming	jobs	evenly	between	worker	processes:	The	auto	strategy	adjusts	the	number	of	worker	processes	per
queue	based	on	the	current	workload	of	the	queue.	For	example,	if	your	notifications	queue	has	1,000	pending	jobs	while	your	render	queue	is	empty,	Horizon	will	allocate	more	workers	to	your	notifications	queue	until	the	queue	is	empty.	When	using	the	auto	strategy,	you	may	define	the	minProcesses	and	maxProcesses	configuration	options	to
control	the	minimum	and	the	maximum	number	of	worker	processes	Horizon	should	scale	up	and	down	to:	The	balanceMaxShift	and	balanceCooldown	configuration	values	to	determine	how	quickly	Horizon	will	scale	to	meet	worker	demand.	In	the	example	above,	a	maximum	of	one	new	process	will	be	created	or	destroyed	every	three	seconds.	You
are	free	to	tweak	these	values	as	necessary	based	on	your	application's	needs.	When	the	balance	option	is	set	to	false,	the	default	Laravel	behavior	will	be	used,	which	processes	queues	in	the	order	they	are	listed	in	your	configuration.	Dashboard	Authorization	Horizon	exposes	a	dashboard	at	the	/horizon	URI.	By	default,	you	will	only	be	able	to
access	this	dashboard	in	the	local	environment.	However,	within	your	app/Providers/HorizonServiceProvider.php	file,	there	is	an	authorization	gate	definition.	This	authorization	gate	controls	access	to	Horizon	in	non-local	environments.	You	are	free	to	modify	this	gate	as	needed	to	restrict	access	to	your	Horizon	installation:	*	Register	the	Horizon
gate.	*	This	gate	determines	who	can	access	Horizon	in	non-local	environments.protected	function	gate()	Gate::define('viewHorizon',	function	($user)	{	return	in_array($user->email,	[	Alternative	Authentication	Strategies	Remember	that	Laravel	automatically	injects	the	authenticated	user	into	the	gate	closure.	If	your	application	is	providing	Horizon
security	via	another	method,	such	as	IP	restrictions,	then	your	Horizon	users	may	not	need	to	"login".	Therefore,	you	will	need	to	change	function	($user)	closure	signature	above	to	function	($user	=	null)	in	order	to	force	Laravel	to	not	require	authentication.	Upgrading	Horizon	When	upgrading	to	a	new	major	version	of	Horizon,	it's	important	that
you	carefully	review	the	upgrade	guide.	In	addition,	when	upgrading	to	any	new	Horizon	version,	you	should	re-publish	Horizon's	assets:	php	artisan	horizon:publish	To	keep	the	assets	up-to-date	and	avoid	issues	in	future	updates,	you	may	add	the	horizon:publish	command	to	the	post-update-cmd	scripts	in	your	application's	composer.json	file:	"@php



artisan	horizon:publish	--ansi"	Running	Horizon	Once	you	have	configured	your	supervisors	and	workers	in	your	application's	config/horizon.php	configuration	file,	you	may	start	Horizon	using	the	horizon	Artisan	command.	This	single	command	will	start	all	of	the	configured	worker	processes	for	the	current	environment:	You	may	pause	the	Horizon
process	and	instruct	it	to	continue	processing	jobs	using	the	horizon:pause	and	horizon:continue	Artisan	commands:	php	artisan	horizon:pausephp	artisan	horizon:continue	You	may	also	pause	and	continue	specific	Horizon	supervisors	using	the	horizon:pause-supervisor	and	horizon:continue-supervisor	Artisan	commands:	php	artisan	horizon:pause-
supervisor	supervisor-1php	artisan	horizon:continue-supervisor	supervisor-1	You	may	check	the	current	status	of	the	Horizon	process	using	the	horizon:status	Artisan	command:	php	artisan	horizon:status	You	may	gracefully	terminate	the	Horizon	process	using	the	horizon:terminate	Artisan	command.	Any	jobs	that	are	currently	being	processed	by
will	be	completed	and	then	Horizon	will	stop	executing:	php	artisan	horizon:terminate	Deploying	Horizon	When	you're	ready	to	deploy	Horizon	to	your	application's	actual	server,	you	should	configure	a	process	monitor	to	monitor	the	php	artisan	horizon	command	and	restart	it	if	it	exits	unexpectedly.	Don't	worry,	we'll	discuss	how	to	install	a	process
monitor	below.	During	your	application's	deployment	process,	you	should	instruct	the	Horizon	process	to	terminate	so	that	it	will	be	restarted	by	your	process	monitor	and	receive	your	code	changes:	php	artisan	horizon:terminate	Installing	Supervisor	Supervisor	is	a	process	monitor	for	the	Linux	operating	system	and	will	automatically	restart	your
horizon	process	if	it	stops	executing.	To	install	Supervisor	on	Ubuntu,	you	may	use	the	following	command.	If	you	are	not	using	Ubuntu,	you	can	likely	install	Supervisor	using	your	operating	system's	package	manager:	sudo	apt-get	install	supervisor	{tip}	If	configuring	Supervisor	yourself	sounds	overwhelming,	consider	using	Laravel	Forge,	which
will	automatically	install	and	configure	Supervisor	for	your	Laravel	projects.	Supervisor	Configuration	Supervisor	configuration	files	are	typically	stored	within	your	server's	/etc/supervisor/conf.d	directory.	Within	this	directory,	you	may	create	any	number	of	configuration	files	that	instruct	supervisor	how	your	processes	should	be	monitored.	For
example,	let's	create	a	horizon.conf	file	that	starts	and	monitors	a	horizon	process:	process_name=%(program_name)scommand=php	/home/forge/example.com/artisan	horizonstdout_logfile=/home/forge/example.com/horizon.log	When	defining	your	Supervisor	configuration,	you	should	ensure	that	the	value	of	stopwaitsecs	is	greater	than	the	number
of	seconds	consumed	by	your	longest	running	job.	Otherwise,	Supervisor	may	kill	the	job	before	it	is	finished	processing.	{note}	While	the	examples	above	are	valid	for	Ubuntu	based	servers,	the	location	and	file	extension	expected	of	Supervisor	configuration	files	may	vary	between	other	server	operating	systems.	Please	consult	your	server's
documentation	for	more	information.	Starting	Supervisor	Once	the	configuration	file	has	been	created,	you	may	update	the	Supervisor	configuration	and	start	the	monitored	processes	using	the	following	commands:	sudo	supervisorctl	rereadsudo	supervisorctl	updatesudo	supervisorctl	start	horizon	{tip}	For	more	information	on	running	Supervisor,
consult	the	Supervisor	documentation.	Tags	Horizon	allows	you	to	assign	“tags”	to	jobs,	including	mailables,	broadcast	events,	notifications,	and	queued	event	listeners.	In	fact,	Horizon	will	intelligently	and	automatically	tag	most	jobs	depending	on	the	Eloquent	models	that	are	attached	to	the	job.	For	example,	take	a	look	at	the	following	job:	use
Illuminate\Bus\Queueable;use	Illuminate\Contracts\Queue\ShouldQueue;use	Illuminate\Foundation\Bus\Dispatchable;use	Illuminate\Queue\InteractsWithQueue;use	Illuminate\Queue\SerializesModels;class	RenderVideo	implements	ShouldQueue	use	Dispatchable,	InteractsWithQueue,	Queueable,	SerializesModels;	*	Create	a	new	job	instance.	*
@param	\App\Models\Video	$video	public	function	__construct(Video	$video)	If	this	job	is	queued	with	an	App\Models\Video	instance	that	has	an	id	attribute	of	1,	it	will	automatically	receive	the	tag	App\Models\Video:1.	This	is	because	Horizon	will	search	the	job's	properties	for	any	Eloquent	models.	If	Eloquent	models	are	found,	Horizon	will
intelligently	tag	the	job	using	the	model's	class	name	and	primary	key:	use	App\Jobs\RenderVideo;RenderVideo::dispatch($video);	Manually	Tagging	Jobs	If	you	would	like	to	manually	define	the	tags	for	one	of	your	queueable	objects,	you	may	define	a	tags	method	on	the	class:	class	RenderVideo	implements	ShouldQueue	*	Get	the	tags	that	should	be
assigned	to	the	job.	return	['render',	'video:'.$this->video->id];	Notifications	{note}	When	configuring	Horizon	to	send	Slack	or	SMS	notifications,	you	should	review	the	prerequisites	for	the	relevant	notification	channel.	If	you	would	like	to	be	notified	when	one	of	your	queues	has	a	long	wait	time,	you	may	use	the	Horizon::routeMailNotificationsTo,
Horizon::routeSlackNotificationsTo,	and	Horizon::routeSmsNotificationsTo	methods.	You	may	call	these	methods	from	the	boot	method	of	your	application's	App\Providers\HorizonServiceProvider:	*	Bootstrap	any	application	services.	Horizon::routeSmsNotificationsTo('15556667777');	Horizon::routeMailNotificationsTo('[email	protected]');
Horizon::routeSlackNotificationsTo('slack-webhook-url',	'#channel');	Configuring	Notification	Wait	Time	Thresholds	You	may	configure	how	many	seconds	are	considered	a	"long	wait"	within	your	application's	config/horizon.php	configuration	file.	The	waits	configuration	option	within	this	file	allows	you	to	control	the	long	wait	threshold	for	each
connection	/	queue	combination:	'redis:critical,high'	=>	90,	Metrics	Horizon	includes	a	metrics	dashboard	which	provides	information	regarding	your	job	and	queue	wait	times	and	throughput.	In	order	to	populate	this	dashboard,	you	should	configure	Horizon's	snapshot	Artisan	command	to	run	every	five	minutes	via	your	application's	scheduler:	*
Define	the	application's	command	schedule.	*	@param	\Illuminate\Console\Scheduling\Schedule	$scheduleprotected	function	schedule(Schedule	$schedule)	$schedule->command('horizon:snapshot')->everyFiveMinutes();	Deleting	Failed	Jobs	If	you	would	like	to	delete	a	failed	job,	you	may	use	the	horizon:forget	command.	The	horizon:forget
command	accepts	the	ID	or	UUID	of	the	failed	job	as	its	only	argument:	php	artisan	horizon:forget	5	Clearing	Jobs	From	Queues	If	you	would	like	to	delete	all	jobs	from	your	application's	default	queue,	you	may	do	so	using	the	horizon:clear	Artisan	command:	php	artisan	horizon:clear	You	may	provide	the	queue	option	to	delete	jobs	from	a	specific
queue:	php	artisan	horizon:clear	--queue=emails	Page	5	Basic	Routing	The	most	basic	Laravel	routes	accept	a	URI	and	a	closure,	providing	a	very	simple	and	expressive	method	of	defining	routes	and	behavior	without	complicated	routing	configuration	files:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Route;Route::get('/greeting',	function	()	{	The	Default	Route
Files	All	Laravel	routes	are	defined	in	your	route	files,	which	are	located	in	the	routes	directory.	These	files	are	automatically	loaded	by	your	application's	App\Providers\RouteServiceProvider.	The	routes/web.php	file	defines	routes	that	are	for	your	web	interface.	These	routes	are	assigned	the	web	middleware	group,	which	provides	features	like
session	state	and	CSRF	protection.	The	routes	in	routes/api.php	are	stateless	and	are	assigned	the	api	middleware	group.	For	most	applications,	you	will	begin	by	defining	routes	in	your	routes/web.php	file.	The	routes	defined	in	routes/web.php	may	be	accessed	by	entering	the	defined	route's	URL	in	your	browser.	For	example,	you	may	access	the
following	route	by	navigating	to	in	your	browser:	use	App\Http\Controllers\UserController;Route::get('/user',	[UserController::class,	'index']);	Routes	defined	in	the	routes/api.php	file	are	nested	within	a	route	group	by	the	RouteServiceProvider.	Within	this	group,	the	/api	URI	prefix	is	automatically	applied	so	you	do	not	need	to	manually	apply	it	to
every	route	in	the	file.	You	may	modify	the	prefix	and	other	route	group	options	by	modifying	your	RouteServiceProvider	class.	Available	Router	Methods	The	router	allows	you	to	register	routes	that	respond	to	any	HTTP	verb:	Route::get($uri,	$callback);Route::post($uri,	$callback);Route::put($uri,	$callback);Route::patch($uri,
$callback);Route::delete($uri,	$callback);Route::options($uri,	$callback);	Sometimes	you	may	need	to	register	a	route	that	responds	to	multiple	HTTP	verbs.	You	may	do	so	using	the	match	method.	Or,	you	may	even	register	a	route	that	responds	to	all	HTTP	verbs	using	the	any	method:	Route::match(['get',	'post'],	'/',	function	()	{Route::any('/',
function	()	{	{tip}	When	defining	multiple	routes	that	share	the	same	URI,	routes	using	the	get,	post,	put,	patch,	delete,	and	options	methods	should	be	defined	before	routes	using	the	any,	match,	and	redirect	methods.	This	ensures	the	incoming	request	is	matched	with	the	correct	route.	Dependency	Injection	You	may	type-hint	any	dependencies
required	by	your	route	in	your	route's	callback	signature.	The	declared	dependencies	will	automatically	be	resolved	and	injected	into	the	callback	by	the	Laravel	service	container.	For	example,	you	may	type-hint	the	Illuminate\Http\Request	class	to	have	the	current	HTTP	request	automatically	injected	into	your	route	callback:	use
Illuminate\Http\Request;Route::get('/users',	function	(Request	$request)	{	CSRF	Protection	Remember,	any	HTML	forms	pointing	to	POST,	PUT,	PATCH,	or	DELETE	routes	that	are	defined	in	the	web	routes	file	should	include	a	CSRF	token	field.	Otherwise,	the	request	will	be	rejected.	You	can	read	more	about	CSRF	protection	in	the	CSRF
documentation:	Redirect	Routes	If	you	are	defining	a	route	that	redirects	to	another	URI,	you	may	use	the	Route::redirect	method.	This	method	provides	a	convenient	shortcut	so	that	you	do	not	have	to	define	a	full	route	or	controller	for	performing	a	simple	redirect:	Route::redirect('/here',	'/there');	By	default,	Route::redirect	returns	a	302	status
code.	You	may	customize	the	status	code	using	the	optional	third	parameter:	Route::redirect('/here',	'/there',	301);	Or,	you	may	use	the	Route::permanentRedirect	method	to	return	a	301	status	code:	Route::permanentRedirect('/here',	'/there');	{note}	When	using	route	parameters	in	redirect	routes,	the	following	parameters	are	reserved	by	Laravel
and	cannot	be	used:	destination	and	status.	View	Routes	If	your	route	only	needs	to	return	a	view,	you	may	use	the	Route::view	method.	Like	the	redirect	method,	this	method	provides	a	simple	shortcut	so	that	you	do	not	have	to	define	a	full	route	or	controller.	The	view	method	accepts	a	URI	as	its	first	argument	and	a	view	name	as	its	second
argument.	In	addition,	you	may	provide	an	array	of	data	to	pass	to	the	view	as	an	optional	third	argument:	Route::view('/welcome',	'welcome');Route::view('/welcome',	'welcome',	['name'	=>	'Taylor']);	{note}	When	using	route	parameters	in	view	routes,	the	following	parameters	are	reserved	by	Laravel	and	cannot	be	used:	view,	data,	status,	and
headers.	The	Route	List	The	route:list	Artisan	command	can	easily	provide	an	overview	of	all	of	the	routes	that	are	defined	by	your	application:	By	default,	the	route	middleware	that	are	assigned	to	each	route	will	not	be	displayed	in	the	route:list	output;	however,	you	can	instruct	Laravel	to	display	the	route	middleware	by	adding	the	-v	option	to	the
command:	php	artisan	route:list	-v	In	addition,	you	may	instruct	Laravel	to	hide	any	routes	that	are	defined	by	third-party	packages	by	providing	the	--except-vendor	option	when	executing	the	route:list	command:	php	artisan	route:list	--except-vendor	Likewise,	you	may	also	instruct	Laravel	to	only	show	routes	that	are	defined	by	third-party	packages
by	providing	the	--only-vendor	option	when	executing	the	route:list	command:	php	artisan	route:list	--only-vendor	Route	Parameters	Required	Parameters	Sometimes	you	will	need	to	capture	segments	of	the	URI	within	your	route.	For	example,	you	may	need	to	capture	a	user's	ID	from	the	URL.	You	may	do	so	by	defining	route	parameters:
Route::get('/user/{id}',	function	($id)	{	You	may	define	as	many	route	parameters	as	required	by	your	route:	Route::get('/posts/{post}/comments/{comment}',	function	($postId,	$commentId)	{	Route	parameters	are	always	encased	within	{}	braces	and	should	consist	of	alphabetic	characters.	Underscores	(_)	are	also	acceptable	within	route
parameter	names.	Route	parameters	are	injected	into	route	callbacks	/	controllers	based	on	their	order	-	the	names	of	the	route	callback	/	controller	arguments	do	not	matter.	Parameters	&	Dependency	Injection	If	your	route	has	dependencies	that	you	would	like	the	Laravel	service	container	to	automatically	inject	into	your	route's	callback,	you
should	list	your	route	parameters	after	your	dependencies:	use	Illuminate\Http\Request;Route::get('/user/{id}',	function	(Request	$request,	$id)	{	Optional	Parameters	Occasionally	you	may	need	to	specify	a	route	parameter	that	may	not	always	be	present	in	the	URI.	You	may	do	so	by	placing	a	?	mark	after	the	parameter	name.	Make	sure	to	give	the
route's	corresponding	variable	a	default	value:	Route::get('/user/{name?}',	function	($name	=	null)	{Route::get('/user/{name?}',	function	($name	=	'John')	{	Regular	Expression	Constraints	You	may	constrain	the	format	of	your	route	parameters	using	the	where	method	on	a	route	instance.	The	where	method	accepts	the	name	of	the	parameter	and	a
regular	expression	defining	how	the	parameter	should	be	constrained:	Route::get('/user/{name}',	function	($name)	{})->where('name',	'[A-Za-z]+');Route::get('/user/{id}',	function	($id)	{})->where('id',	'[0-9]+');Route::get('/user/{id}/{name}',	function	($id,	$name)	{})->where(['id'	=>	'[0-9]+',	'name'	=>	'[a-z]+']);	For	convenience,	some	commonly
used	regular	expression	patterns	have	helper	methods	that	allow	you	to	quickly	add	pattern	constraints	to	your	routes:	Route::get('/user/{id}/{name}',	function	($id,	$name)	{})->whereNumber('id')->whereAlpha('name');Route::get('/user/{name}',	function	($name)	{})->whereAlphaNumeric('name');Route::get('/user/{id}',	function	($id)
{Route::get('/category/{category}',	function	($category)	{})->whereIn('category',	['movie',	'song',	'painting']);	If	the	incoming	request	does	not	match	the	route	pattern	constraints,	a	404	HTTP	response	will	be	returned.	Global	Constraints	If	you	would	like	a	route	parameter	to	always	be	constrained	by	a	given	regular	expression,	you	may	use	the
pattern	method.	You	should	define	these	patterns	in	the	boot	method	of	your	App\Providers\RouteServiceProvider	class:	*	Define	your	route	model	bindings,	pattern	filters,	etc.	Route::pattern('id',	'[0-9]+');	Once	the	pattern	has	been	defined,	it	is	automatically	applied	to	all	routes	using	that	parameter	name:	Route::get('/user/{id}',	function	($id)	{	//
Only	executed	if	{id}	is	numeric...	Encoded	Forward	Slashes	The	Laravel	routing	component	allows	all	characters	except	/	to	be	present	within	route	parameter	values.	You	must	explicitly	allow	/	to	be	part	of	your	placeholder	using	a	where	condition	regular	expression:	Route::get('/search/{search}',	function	($search)	{})->where('search',	'.*');
{note}	Encoded	forward	slashes	are	only	supported	within	the	last	route	segment.	Named	Routes	Named	routes	allow	the	convenient	generation	of	URLs	or	redirects	for	specific	routes.	You	may	specify	a	name	for	a	route	by	chaining	the	name	method	onto	the	route	definition:	Route::get('/user/profile',	function	()	{	You	may	also	specify	route	names
for	controller	actions:	[UserProfileController::class,	'show']	{note}	Route	names	should	always	be	unique.	Generating	URLs	To	Named	Routes	Once	you	have	assigned	a	name	to	a	given	route,	you	may	use	the	route's	name	when	generating	URLs	or	redirects	via	Laravel's	route	and	redirect	helper	functions:	//	Generating	Redirects...return	redirect()-
>route('profile');	If	the	named	route	defines	parameters,	you	may	pass	the	parameters	as	the	second	argument	to	the	route	function.	The	given	parameters	will	automatically	be	inserted	into	the	generated	URL	in	their	correct	positions:	Route::get('/user/{id}/profile',	function	($id)	{$url	=	route('profile',	['id'	=>	1]);	If	you	pass	additional	parameters
in	the	array,	those	key	/	value	pairs	will	automatically	be	added	to	the	generated	URL's	query	string:	Route::get('/user/{id}/profile',	function	($id)	{$url	=	route('profile',	['id'	=>	1,	'photos'	=>	'yes']);//	/user/1/profile?photos=yes	{tip}	Sometimes,	you	may	wish	to	specify	request-wide	default	values	for	URL	parameters,	such	as	the	current	locale.	To
accomplish	this,	you	may	use	the	URL::defaults	method.	Inspecting	The	Current	Route	If	you	would	like	to	determine	if	the	current	request	was	routed	to	a	given	named	route,	you	may	use	the	named	method	on	a	Route	instance.	For	example,	you	may	check	the	current	route	name	from	a	route	middleware:	*	Handle	an	incoming	request.	*	@param
\Illuminate\Http\Request	$requestpublic	function	handle($request,	Closure	$next)	if	($request->route()->named('profile'))	{	Route	Groups	Route	groups	allow	you	to	share	route	attributes,	such	as	middleware,	across	a	large	number	of	routes	without	needing	to	define	those	attributes	on	each	individual	route.	Nested	groups	attempt	to	intelligently
"merge"	attributes	with	their	parent	group.	Middleware	and	where	conditions	are	merged	while	names	and	prefixes	are	appended.	Namespace	delimiters	and	slashes	in	URI	prefixes	are	automatically	added	where	appropriate.	Middleware	To	assign	middleware	to	all	routes	within	a	group,	you	may	use	the	middleware	method	before	defining	the
group.	Middleware	are	executed	in	the	order	they	are	listed	in	the	array:	Route::middleware(['first',	'second'])->group(function	()	{	Route::get('/',	function	()	{	//	Uses	first	&	second	middleware...	Route::get('/user/profile',	function	()	{	//	Uses	first	&	second	middleware...	Controllers	If	a	group	of	routes	all	utilize	the	same	controller,	you	may	use	the
controller	method	to	define	the	common	controller	for	all	of	the	routes	within	the	group.	Then,	when	defining	the	routes,	you	only	need	to	provide	the	controller	method	that	they	invoke:	use	App\Http\Controllers\OrderController;Route::controller(OrderController::class)->group(function	()	{	Route::get('/orders/{id}',	'show');	Route::post('/orders',
'store');	Subdomain	Routing	Route	groups	may	also	be	used	to	handle	subdomain	routing.	Subdomains	may	be	assigned	route	parameters	just	like	route	URIs,	allowing	you	to	capture	a	portion	of	the	subdomain	for	usage	in	your	route	or	controller.	The	subdomain	may	be	specified	by	calling	the	domain	method	before	defining	the	group:
Route::domain('{account}.example.com')->group(function	()	{	Route::get('user/{id}',	function	($account,	$id)	{	{note}	In	order	to	ensure	your	subdomain	routes	are	reachable,	you	should	register	subdomain	routes	before	registering	root	domain	routes.	This	will	prevent	root	domain	routes	from	overwriting	subdomain	routes	which	have	the	same
URI	path.	Route	Prefixes	The	prefix	method	may	be	used	to	prefix	each	route	in	the	group	with	a	given	URI.	For	example,	you	may	want	to	prefix	all	route	URIs	within	the	group	with	admin:	Route::prefix('admin')->group(function	()	{	Route::get('/users',	function	()	{	//	Matches	The	"/admin/users"	URL	Route	Name	Prefixes	The	name	method	may	be
used	to	prefix	each	route	name	in	the	group	with	a	given	string.	For	example,	you	may	want	to	prefix	all	of	the	grouped	route's	names	with	admin.	The	given	string	is	prefixed	to	the	route	name	exactly	as	it	is	specified,	so	we	will	be	sure	to	provide	the	trailing	.	character	in	the	prefix:	Route::name('admin.')->group(function	()	{	Route::get('/users',
function	()	{	//	Route	assigned	name	"admin.users"...	Route	Model	Binding	When	injecting	a	model	ID	to	a	route	or	controller	action,	you	will	often	query	the	database	to	retrieve	the	model	that	corresponds	to	that	ID.	Laravel	route	model	binding	provides	a	convenient	way	to	automatically	inject	the	model	instances	directly	into	your	routes.	For
example,	instead	of	injecting	a	user's	ID,	you	can	inject	the	entire	User	model	instance	that	matches	the	given	ID.	Implicit	Binding	Laravel	automatically	resolves	Eloquent	models	defined	in	routes	or	controller	actions	whose	type-hinted	variable	names	match	a	route	segment	name.	For	example:	Route::get('/users/{user}',	function	(User	$user)	{
Since	the	$user	variable	is	type-hinted	as	the	App\Models\User	Eloquent	model	and	the	variable	name	matches	the	{user}	URI	segment,	Laravel	will	automatically	inject	the	model	instance	that	has	an	ID	matching	the	corresponding	value	from	the	request	URI.	If	a	matching	model	instance	is	not	found	in	the	database,	a	404	HTTP	response	will
automatically	be	generated.	Of	course,	implicit	binding	is	also	possible	when	using	controller	methods.	Again,	note	the	{user}	URI	segment	matches	the	$user	variable	in	the	controller	which	contains	an	App\Models\User	type-hint:	use	App\Http\Controllers\UserController;Route::get('/users/{user}',	[UserController::class,	'show']);//	Controller	method
definition...public	function	show(User	$user)	return	view('user.profile',	['user'	=>	$user]);	Soft	Deleted	Models	Typically,	implicit	model	binding	will	not	retrieve	models	that	have	been	soft	deleted.	However,	you	may	instruct	the	implicit	binding	to	retrieve	these	models	by	chaining	the	withTrashed	method	onto	your	route's	definition:
Route::get('/users/{user}',	function	(User	$user)	{	Customizing	The	Key	Sometimes	you	may	wish	to	resolve	Eloquent	models	using	a	column	other	than	id.	To	do	so,	you	may	specify	the	column	in	the	route	parameter	definition:	Route::get('/posts/{post:slug}',	function	(Post	$post)	{	If	you	would	like	model	binding	to	always	use	a	database	column
other	than	id	when	retrieving	a	given	model	class,	you	may	override	the	getRouteKeyName	method	on	the	Eloquent	model:	*	Get	the	route	key	for	the	model.public	function	getRouteKeyName()	Custom	Keys	&	Scoping	When	implicitly	binding	multiple	Eloquent	models	in	a	single	route	definition,	you	may	wish	to	scope	the	second	Eloquent	model	such
that	it	must	be	a	child	of	the	previous	Eloquent	model.	For	example,	consider	this	route	definition	that	retrieves	a	blog	post	by	slug	for	a	specific	user:	Route::get('/users/{user}/posts/{post:slug}',	function	(User	$user,	Post	$post)	{	When	using	a	custom	keyed	implicit	binding	as	a	nested	route	parameter,	Laravel	will	automatically	scope	the	query	to
retrieve	the	nested	model	by	its	parent	using	conventions	to	guess	the	relationship	name	on	the	parent.	In	this	case,	it	will	be	assumed	that	the	User	model	has	a	relationship	named	posts	(the	plural	form	of	the	route	parameter	name)	which	can	be	used	to	retrieve	the	Post	model.	If	you	wish,	you	may	instruct	Laravel	to	scope	"child"	bindings	even
when	a	custom	key	is	not	provided.	To	do	so,	you	may	invoke	the	scopeBindings	method	when	defining	your	route:	Route::get('/users/{user}/posts/{post}',	function	(User	$user,	Post	$post)	{	Or,	you	may	instruct	an	entire	group	of	route	definitions	to	use	scoped	bindings:	Route::scopeBindings()->group(function	()	{
Route::get('/users/{user}/posts/{post}',	function	(User	$user,	Post	$post)	{	Customizing	Missing	Model	Behavior	Typically,	a	404	HTTP	response	will	be	generated	if	an	implicitly	bound	model	is	not	found.	However,	you	may	customize	this	behavior	by	calling	the	missing	method	when	defining	your	route.	The	missing	method	accepts	a	closure	that
will	be	invoked	if	an	implicitly	bound	model	can	not	be	found:	use	App\Http\Controllers\LocationsController;use	Illuminate\Http\Request;use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Redirect;Route::get('/locations/{location:slug}',	[LocationsController::class,	'show'])	->missing(function	(Request	$request)	{	return	Redirect::route('locations.index');	Implicit	Enum
Binding	PHP	8.1	introduced	support	for	Enums.	To	compliment	this	feature,	Laravel	allows	you	to	type-hint	a	backed	Enum	on	your	route	definition	and	Laravel	will	only	invoke	the	route	if	that	route	segment	corresponds	to	a	valid	Enum	value.	Otherwise,	a	404	HTTP	response	will	be	returned	automatically.	For	example,	given	the	following	Enum:
You	may	define	a	route	that	will	only	be	invoked	if	the	{category}	route	segment	is	fruits	or	people.	Otherwise,	Laravel	will	return	a	404	HTTP	response:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Route;Route::get('/categories/{category}',	function	(Category	$category)	{	Explicit	Binding	You	are	not	required	to	use	Laravel's	implicit,	convention	based	model
resolution	in	order	to	use	model	binding.	You	can	also	explicitly	define	how	route	parameters	correspond	to	models.	To	register	an	explicit	binding,	use	the	router's	model	method	to	specify	the	class	for	a	given	parameter.	You	should	define	your	explicit	model	bindings	at	the	beginning	of	the	boot	method	of	your	RouteServiceProvider	class:	use
Illuminate\Support\Facades\Route;	*	Define	your	route	model	bindings,	pattern	filters,	etc.	Route::model('user',	User::class);	Next,	define	a	route	that	contains	a	{user}	parameter:	Route::get('/users/{user}',	function	(User	$user)	{	Since	we	have	bound	all	{user}	parameters	to	the	App\Models\User	model,	an	instance	of	that	class	will	be	injected	into
the	route.	So,	for	example,	a	request	to	users/1	will	inject	the	User	instance	from	the	database	which	has	an	ID	of	1.	If	a	matching	model	instance	is	not	found	in	the	database,	a	404	HTTP	response	will	be	automatically	generated.	Customizing	The	Resolution	Logic	If	you	wish	to	define	your	own	model	binding	resolution	logic,	you	may	use	the
Route::bind	method.	The	closure	you	pass	to	the	bind	method	will	receive	the	value	of	the	URI	segment	and	should	return	the	instance	of	the	class	that	should	be	injected	into	the	route.	Again,	this	customization	should	take	place	in	the	boot	method	of	your	application's	RouteServiceProvider:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Route;	*	Define	your	route
model	bindings,	pattern	filters,	etc.	Route::bind('user',	function	($value)	{	return	User::where('name',	$value)->firstOrFail();	Alternatively,	you	may	override	the	resolveRouteBinding	method	on	your	Eloquent	model.	This	method	will	receive	the	value	of	the	URI	segment	and	should	return	the	instance	of	the	class	that	should	be	injected	into	the	route:
*	Retrieve	the	model	for	a	bound	value.	*	@param	string|null	$field	*	@return	\Illuminate\Database\Eloquent\Model|nullpublic	function	resolveRouteBinding($value,	$field	=	null)	return	$this->where('name',	$value)->firstOrFail();	If	a	route	is	utilizing	implicit	binding	scoping,	the	resolveChildRouteBinding	method	will	be	used	to	resolve	the	child
binding	of	the	parent	model:	*	Retrieve	the	child	model	for	a	bound	value.	*	@param	string	$childType	*	@param	string|null	$field	*	@return	\Illuminate\Database\Eloquent\Model|nullpublic	function	resolveChildRouteBinding($childType,	$value,	$field)	return	parent::resolveChildRouteBinding($childType,	$value,	$field);	Fallback	Routes	Using	the
Route::fallback	method,	you	may	define	a	route	that	will	be	executed	when	no	other	route	matches	the	incoming	request.	Typically,	unhandled	requests	will	automatically	render	a	"404"	page	via	your	application's	exception	handler.	However,	since	you	would	typically	define	the	fallback	route	within	your	routes/web.php	file,	all	middleware	in	the	web
middleware	group	will	apply	to	the	route.	You	are	free	to	add	additional	middleware	to	this	route	as	needed:	Route::fallback(function	()	{	{note}	The	fallback	route	should	always	be	the	last	route	registered	by	your	application.	Rate	Limiting	Defining	Rate	Limiters	Laravel	includes	powerful	and	customizable	rate	limiting	services	that	you	may	utilize
to	restrict	the	amount	of	traffic	for	a	given	route	or	group	of	routes.	To	get	started,	you	should	define	rate	limiter	configurations	that	meet	your	application's	needs.	Typically,	this	should	be	done	within	the	configureRateLimiting	method	of	your	application's	App\Providers\RouteServiceProvider	class.	Rate	limiters	are	defined	using	the	RateLimiter
facade's	for	method.	The	for	method	accepts	a	rate	limiter	name	and	a	closure	that	returns	the	limit	configuration	that	should	apply	to	routes	that	are	assigned	to	the	rate	limiter.	Limit	configuration	are	instances	of	the	Illuminate\Cache\RateLimiting\Limit	class.	This	class	contains	helpful	"builder"	methods	so	that	you	can	quickly	define	your	limit.
The	rate	limiter	name	may	be	any	string	you	wish:	use	Illuminate\Cache\RateLimiting\Limit;use	Illuminate\Http\Request;use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\RateLimiter;	*	Configure	the	rate	limiters	for	the	application.protected	function	configureRateLimiting()	RateLimiter::for('global',	function	(Request	$request)	{	return	Limit::perMinute(1000);	If	the
incoming	request	exceeds	the	specified	rate	limit,	a	response	with	a	429	HTTP	status	code	will	automatically	be	returned	by	Laravel.	If	you	would	like	to	define	your	own	response	that	should	be	returned	by	a	rate	limit,	you	may	use	the	response	method:	RateLimiter::for('global',	function	(Request	$request)	{	return	Limit::perMinute(1000)-
>response(function	(Request	$request,	array	$headers)	{	return	response('Custom	response...',	429,	$headers);	Since	rate	limiter	callbacks	receive	the	incoming	HTTP	request	instance,	you	may	build	the	appropriate	rate	limit	dynamically	based	on	the	incoming	request	or	authenticated	user:	RateLimiter::for('uploads',	function	(Request	$request)	{
return	$request->user()->vipCustomer()	Segmenting	Rate	Limits	Sometimes	you	may	wish	to	segment	rate	limits	by	some	arbitrary	value.	For	example,	you	may	wish	to	allow	users	to	access	a	given	route	100	times	per	minute	per	IP	address.	To	accomplish	this,	you	may	use	the	by	method	when	building	your	rate	limit:	RateLimiter::for('uploads',
function	(Request	$request)	{	return	$request->user()->vipCustomer()	:	Limit::perMinute(100)->by($request->ip());	To	illustrate	this	feature	using	another	example,	we	can	limit	access	to	the	route	to	100	times	per	minute	per	authenticated	user	ID	or	10	times	per	minute	per	IP	address	for	guests:	RateLimiter::for('uploads',	function	(Request
$request)	{	?	Limit::perMinute(100)->by($request->user()->id)	:	Limit::perMinute(10)->by($request->ip());	Multiple	Rate	Limits	If	needed,	you	may	return	an	array	of	rate	limits	for	a	given	rate	limiter	configuration.	Each	rate	limit	will	be	evaluated	for	the	route	based	on	the	order	they	are	placed	within	the	array:	RateLimiter::for('login',	function
(Request	$request)	{	Limit::perMinute(3)->by($request->input('email')),	Attaching	Rate	Limiters	To	Routes	Rate	limiters	may	be	attached	to	routes	or	route	groups	using	the	throttle	middleware.	The	throttle	middleware	accepts	the	name	of	the	rate	limiter	you	wish	to	assign	to	the	route:	Route::middleware(['throttle:uploads'])->group(function	()	{
Route::post('/audio',	function	()	{	Route::post('/video',	function	()	{	Throttling	With	Redis	Typically,	the	throttle	middleware	is	mapped	to	the	Illuminate\Routing\Middleware\ThrottleRequests	class.	This	mapping	is	defined	in	your	application's	HTTP	kernel	(App\Http\Kernel).	However,	if	you	are	using	Redis	as	your	application's	cache	driver,	you	may
wish	to	change	this	mapping	to	use	the	Illuminate\Routing\Middleware\ThrottleRequestsWithRedis	class.	This	class	is	more	efficient	at	managing	rate	limiting	using	Redis:	'throttle'	=>	\Illuminate\Routing\Middleware\ThrottleRequestsWithRedis::class,	Form	Method	Spoofing	HTML	forms	do	not	support	PUT,	PATCH,	or	DELETE	actions.	So,	when
defining	PUT,	PATCH,	or	DELETE	routes	that	are	called	from	an	HTML	form,	you	will	need	to	add	a	hidden	_method	field	to	the	form.	The	value	sent	with	the	_method	field	will	be	used	as	the	HTTP	request	method:	For	convenience,	you	may	use	the	@method	Blade	directive	to	generate	the	_method	input	field:	Accessing	The	Current	Route	You	may
use	the	current,	currentRouteName,	and	currentRouteAction	methods	on	the	Route	facade	to	access	information	about	the	route	handling	the	incoming	request:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Route;$route	=	Route::current();	//	Illuminate\Routing\Route$name	=	Route::currentRouteName();	//	string$action	=	Route::currentRouteAction();	//	string
You	may	refer	to	the	API	documentation	for	both	the	underlying	class	of	the	Route	facade	and	Route	instance	to	review	all	of	the	methods	that	are	available	on	the	router	and	route	classes.	Cross-Origin	Resource	Sharing	(CORS)	Laravel	can	automatically	respond	to	CORS	OPTIONS	HTTP	requests	with	values	that	you	configure.	All	CORS	settings
may	be	configured	in	your	application's	config/cors.php	configuration	file.	The	OPTIONS	requests	will	automatically	be	handled	by	the	HandleCors	middleware	that	is	included	by	default	in	your	global	middleware	stack.	Your	global	middleware	stack	is	located	in	your	application's	HTTP	kernel	(App\Http\Kernel).	{tip}	For	more	information	on	CORS
and	CORS	headers,	please	consult	the	MDN	web	documentation	on	CORS.	Route	Caching	When	deploying	your	application	to	production,	you	should	take	advantage	of	Laravel's	route	cache.	Using	the	route	cache	will	drastically	decrease	the	amount	of	time	it	takes	to	register	all	of	your	application's	routes.	To	generate	a	route	cache,	execute	the
route:cache	Artisan	command:	After	running	this	command,	your	cached	routes	file	will	be	loaded	on	every	request.	Remember,	if	you	add	any	new	routes	you	will	need	to	generate	a	fresh	route	cache.	Because	of	this,	you	should	only	run	the	route:cache	command	during	your	project's	deployment.	You	may	use	the	route:clear	command	to	clear	the
route	cache:	Page	6	Introduction	Artisan	is	the	command	line	interface	included	with	Laravel.	Artisan	exists	at	the	root	of	your	application	as	the	artisan	script	and	provides	a	number	of	helpful	commands	that	can	assist	you	while	you	build	your	application.	To	view	a	list	of	all	available	Artisan	commands,	you	may	use	the	list	command:	Every
command	also	includes	a	"help"	screen	which	displays	and	describes	the	command's	available	arguments	and	options.	To	view	a	help	screen,	precede	the	name	of	the	command	with	help:	Laravel	Sail	If	you	are	using	Laravel	Sail	as	your	local	development	environment,	remember	to	use	the	sail	command	line	to	invoke	Artisan	commands.	Sail	will
execute	your	Artisan	commands	within	your	application's	Docker	containers:	./vendor/bin/sail	artisan	list	Tinker	(REPL)	Laravel	Tinker	is	a	powerful	REPL	for	the	Laravel	framework,	powered	by	the	PsySH	package.	Installation	All	Laravel	applications	include	Tinker	by	default.	However,	you	may	install	Tinker	using	Composer	if	you	have	previously
removed	it	from	your	application:	composer	require	laravel/tinker	{tip}	Looking	for	a	graphical	UI	for	interacting	with	your	Laravel	application?	Check	out	Tinkerwell!	Usage	Tinker	allows	you	to	interact	with	your	entire	Laravel	application	on	the	command	line,	including	your	Eloquent	models,	jobs,	events,	and	more.	To	enter	the	Tinker
environment,	run	the	tinker	Artisan	command:	You	can	publish	Tinker's	configuration	file	using	the	vendor:publish	command:	php	artisan	vendor:publish	--provider="Laravel\Tinker\TinkerServiceProvider"	{note}	The	dispatch	helper	function	and	dispatch	method	on	the	Dispatchable	class	depends	on	garbage	collection	to	place	the	job	on	the	queue.
Therefore,	when	using	tinker,	you	should	use	Bus::dispatch	or	Queue::push	to	dispatch	jobs.	Command	Allow	List	Tinker	utilizes	an	"allow"	list	to	determine	which	Artisan	commands	are	allowed	to	be	run	within	its	shell.	By	default,	you	may	run	the	clear-compiled,	down,	env,	inspire,	migrate,	optimize,	and	up	commands.	If	you	would	like	to	allow
more	commands	you	may	add	them	to	the	commands	array	in	your	tinker.php	configuration	file:	//	App\Console\Commands\ExampleCommand::class,	Classes	That	Should	Not	Be	Aliased	Typically,	Tinker	automatically	aliases	classes	as	you	interact	with	them	in	Tinker.	However,	you	may	wish	to	never	alias	some	classes.	You	may	accomplish	this	by
listing	the	classes	in	the	dont_alias	array	of	your	tinker.php	configuration	file:	Writing	Commands	In	addition	to	the	commands	provided	with	Artisan,	you	may	build	your	own	custom	commands.	Commands	are	typically	stored	in	the	app/Console/Commands	directory;	however,	you	are	free	to	choose	your	own	storage	location	as	long	as	your
commands	can	be	loaded	by	Composer.	Generating	Commands	To	create	a	new	command,	you	may	use	the	make:command	Artisan	command.	This	command	will	create	a	new	command	class	in	the	app/Console/Commands	directory.	Don't	worry	if	this	directory	does	not	exist	in	your	application	-	it	will	be	created	the	first	time	you	run	the
make:command	Artisan	command:	php	artisan	make:command	SendEmails	Command	Structure	After	generating	your	command,	you	should	define	appropriate	values	for	the	signature	and	description	properties	of	the	class.	These	properties	will	be	used	when	displaying	your	command	on	the	list	screen.	The	signature	property	also	allows	you	to
define	your	command's	input	expectations.	The	handle	method	will	be	called	when	your	command	is	executed.	You	may	place	your	command	logic	in	this	method.	Let's	take	a	look	at	an	example	command.	Note	that	we	are	able	to	request	any	dependencies	we	need	via	the	command's	handle	method.	The	Laravel	service	container	will	automatically
inject	all	dependencies	that	are	type-hinted	in	this	method's	signature:	namespace	App\Console\Commands;use	App\Support\DripEmailer;use	Illuminate\Console\Command;class	SendEmails	extends	Command	*	The	name	and	signature	of	the	console	command.	protected	$signature	=	'mail:send	{user}';	*	The	console	command	description.	protected
$description	=	'Send	a	marketing	email	to	a	user';	*	Execute	the	console	command.	*	@param	\App\Support\DripEmailer	$drip	public	function	handle(DripEmailer	$drip)	$drip->send(User::find($this->argument('user')));	{tip}	For	greater	code	reuse,	it	is	good	practice	to	keep	your	console	commands	light	and	let	them	defer	to	application	services	to
accomplish	their	tasks.	In	the	example	above,	note	that	we	inject	a	service	class	to	do	the	"heavy	lifting"	of	sending	the	e-mails.	Closure	Commands	Closure	based	commands	provide	an	alternative	to	defining	console	commands	as	classes.	In	the	same	way	that	route	closures	are	an	alternative	to	controllers,	think	of	command	closures	as	an	alternative
to	command	classes.	Within	the	commands	method	of	your	app/Console/Kernel.php	file,	Laravel	loads	the	routes/console.php	file:	*	Register	the	closure	based	commands	for	the	application.protected	function	commands()	require	base_path('routes/console.php');	Even	though	this	file	does	not	define	HTTP	routes,	it	defines	console	based	entry	points
(routes)	into	your	application.	Within	this	file,	you	may	define	all	of	your	closure	based	console	commands	using	the	Artisan::command	method.	The	command	method	accepts	two	arguments:	the	command	signature	and	a	closure	which	receives	the	command's	arguments	and	options:	Artisan::command('mail:send	{user}',	function	($user)	{	$this-
>info("Sending	email	to:	{$user}!");	The	closure	is	bound	to	the	underlying	command	instance,	so	you	have	full	access	to	all	of	the	helper	methods	you	would	typically	be	able	to	access	on	a	full	command	class.	Type-Hinting	Dependencies	In	addition	to	receiving	your	command's	arguments	and	options,	command	closures	may	also	type-hint	additional
dependencies	that	you	would	like	resolved	out	of	the	service	container:	use	App\Support\DripEmailer;Artisan::command('mail:send	{user}',	function	(DripEmailer	$drip,	$user)	{	$drip->send(User::find($user));	Closure	Command	Descriptions	When	defining	a	closure	based	command,	you	may	use	the	purpose	method	to	add	a	description	to	the
command.	This	description	will	be	displayed	when	you	run	the	php	artisan	list	or	php	artisan	help	commands:	Artisan::command('mail:send	{user}',	function	($user)	{})->purpose('Send	a	marketing	email	to	a	user');	Defining	Input	Expectations	When	writing	console	commands,	it	is	common	to	gather	input	from	the	user	through	arguments	or
options.	Laravel	makes	it	very	convenient	to	define	the	input	you	expect	from	the	user	using	the	signature	property	on	your	commands.	The	signature	property	allows	you	to	define	the	name,	arguments,	and	options	for	the	command	in	a	single,	expressive,	route-like	syntax.	Arguments	All	user	supplied	arguments	and	options	are	wrapped	in	curly
braces.	In	the	following	example,	the	command	defines	one	required	argument:	user:	*	The	name	and	signature	of	the	console	command.protected	$signature	=	'mail:send	{user}';	You	may	also	make	arguments	optional	or	define	default	values	for	arguments:	//	Optional	argument	with	default	value...	Options	Options,	like	arguments,	are	another	form
of	user	input.	Options	are	prefixed	by	two	hyphens	(--)	when	they	are	provided	via	the	command	line.	There	are	two	types	of	options:	those	that	receive	a	value	and	those	that	don't.	Options	that	don't	receive	a	value	serve	as	a	boolean	"switch".	Let's	take	a	look	at	an	example	of	this	type	of	option:	*	The	name	and	signature	of	the	console
command.protected	$signature	=	'mail:send	{user}	{--queue}';	In	this	example,	the	--queue	switch	may	be	specified	when	calling	the	Artisan	command.	If	the	--queue	switch	is	passed,	the	value	of	the	option	will	be	true.	Otherwise,	the	value	will	be	false:	php	artisan	mail:send	1	--queue	Options	With	Values	Next,	let's	take	a	look	at	an	option	that
expects	a	value.	If	the	user	must	specify	a	value	for	an	option,	you	should	suffix	the	option	name	with	a	=	sign:	*	The	name	and	signature	of	the	console	command.protected	$signature	=	'mail:send	{user}	{--queue=}';	In	this	example,	the	user	may	pass	a	value	for	the	option	like	so.	If	the	option	is	not	specified	when	invoking	the	command,	its	value
will	be	null:	php	artisan	mail:send	1	--queue=default	You	may	assign	default	values	to	options	by	specifying	the	default	value	after	the	option	name.	If	no	option	value	is	passed	by	the	user,	the	default	value	will	be	used:	'mail:send	{user}	{--queue=default}'	Option	Shortcuts	To	assign	a	shortcut	when	defining	an	option,	you	may	specify	it	before	the
option	name	and	use	the	|	character	as	a	delimiter	to	separate	the	shortcut	from	the	full	option	name:	'mail:send	{user}	{--Q|queue}'	When	invoking	the	command	on	your	terminal,	option	shortcuts	should	be	prefixed	with	a	single	hyphen:	php	artisan	mail:send	1	-Q	Input	Arrays	If	you	would	like	to	define	arguments	or	options	to	expect	multiple	input
values,	you	may	use	the	*	character.	First,	let's	take	a	look	at	an	example	that	specifies	such	an	argument:	When	calling	this	method,	the	user	arguments	may	be	passed	in	order	to	the	command	line.	For	example,	the	following	command	will	set	the	value	of	user	to	an	array	with	1	and	2	as	its	values:	php	artisan	mail:send	1	2	This	*	character	can	be
combined	with	an	optional	argument	definition	to	allow	zero	or	more	instances	of	an	argument:	Option	Arrays	When	defining	an	option	that	expects	multiple	input	values,	each	option	value	passed	to	the	command	should	be	prefixed	with	the	option	name:	Such	a	command	may	be	invoked	by	passing	multiple	--id	arguments:	php	artisan	mail:send	--
id=1	--id=2	Input	Descriptions	You	may	assign	descriptions	to	input	arguments	and	options	by	separating	the	argument	name	from	the	description	using	a	colon.	If	you	need	a	little	extra	room	to	define	your	command,	feel	free	to	spread	the	definition	across	multiple	lines:	*	The	name	and	signature	of	the	console	command.protected	$signature	=
'mail:send	{user	:	The	ID	of	the	user}	{--queue	:	Whether	the	job	should	be	queued}';	Command	I/O	Retrieving	Input	While	your	command	is	executing,	you	will	likely	need	to	access	the	values	for	the	arguments	and	options	accepted	by	your	command.	To	do	so,	you	may	use	the	argument	and	option	methods.	If	an	argument	or	option	does	not	exist,
null	will	be	returned:	*	Execute	the	console	command.	$userId	=	$this->argument('user');	If	you	need	to	retrieve	all	of	the	arguments	as	an	array,	call	the	arguments	method:	$arguments	=	$this->arguments();	Options	may	be	retrieved	just	as	easily	as	arguments	using	the	option	method.	To	retrieve	all	of	the	options	as	an	array,	call	the	options
method:	//	Retrieve	a	specific	option...$queueName	=	$this->option('queue');//	Retrieve	all	options	as	an	array...$options	=	$this->options();	Prompting	For	Input	In	addition	to	displaying	output,	you	may	also	ask	the	user	to	provide	input	during	the	execution	of	your	command.	The	ask	method	will	prompt	the	user	with	the	given	question,	accept	their
input,	and	then	return	the	user's	input	back	to	your	command:	*	Execute	the	console	command.	$name	=	$this->ask('What	is	your	name?');	The	secret	method	is	similar	to	ask,	but	the	user's	input	will	not	be	visible	to	them	as	they	type	in	the	console.	This	method	is	useful	when	asking	for	sensitive	information	such	as	passwords:	$password	=	$this-
>secret('What	is	the	password?');	Asking	For	Confirmation	If	you	need	to	ask	the	user	for	a	simple	"yes	or	no"	confirmation,	you	may	use	the	confirm	method.	By	default,	this	method	will	return	false.	However,	if	the	user	enters	y	or	yes	in	response	to	the	prompt,	the	method	will	return	true.	if	($this->confirm('Do	you	wish	to	continue?'))	{	If
necessary,	you	may	specify	that	the	confirmation	prompt	should	return	true	by	default	by	passing	true	as	the	second	argument	to	the	confirm	method:	if	($this->confirm('Do	you	wish	to	continue?',	true))	{	Auto-Completion	The	anticipate	method	can	be	used	to	provide	auto-completion	for	possible	choices.	The	user	can	still	provide	any	answer,
regardless	of	the	auto-completion	hints:	$name	=	$this->anticipate('What	is	your	name?',	['Taylor',	'Dayle']);	Alternatively,	you	may	pass	a	closure	as	the	second	argument	to	the	anticipate	method.	The	closure	will	be	called	each	time	the	user	types	an	input	character.	The	closure	should	accept	a	string	parameter	containing	the	user's	input	so	far,	and
return	an	array	of	options	for	auto-completion:	$name	=	$this->anticipate('What	is	your	address?',	function	($input)	{	//	Return	auto-completion	options...	Multiple	Choice	Questions	If	you	need	to	give	the	user	a	predefined	set	of	choices	when	asking	a	question,	you	may	use	the	choice	method.	You	may	set	the	array	index	of	the	default	value	to	be
returned	if	no	option	is	chosen	by	passing	the	index	as	the	third	argument	to	the	method:	In	addition,	the	choice	method	accepts	optional	fourth	and	fifth	arguments	for	determining	the	maximum	number	of	attempts	to	select	a	valid	response	and	whether	multiple	selections	are	permitted:	$allowMultipleSelections	=	false	Writing	Output	To	send
output	to	the	console,	you	may	use	the	line,	info,	comment,	question,	warn,	and	error	methods.	Each	of	these	methods	will	use	appropriate	ANSI	colors	for	their	purpose.	For	example,	let's	display	some	general	information	to	the	user.	Typically,	the	info	method	will	display	in	the	console	as	green	colored	text:	*	Execute	the	console	command.	$this-
>info('The	command	was	successful!');	To	display	an	error	message,	use	the	error	method.	Error	message	text	is	typically	displayed	in	red:	$this->error('Something	went	wrong!');	You	may	use	the	line	method	to	display	plain,	uncolored	text:	$this->line('Display	this	on	the	screen');	You	may	use	the	newLine	method	to	display	a	blank	line:	//	Write	a
single	blank	line...//	Write	three	blank	lines...	Tables	The	table	method	makes	it	easy	to	correctly	format	multiple	rows	/	columns	of	data.	All	you	need	to	do	is	provide	the	column	names	and	the	data	for	the	table	and	Laravel	will	automatically	calculate	the	appropriate	width	and	height	of	the	table	for	you:	User::all(['name',	'email'])->toArray()	Progress
Bars	For	long	running	tasks,	it	can	be	helpful	to	show	a	progress	bar	that	informs	users	how	complete	the	task	is.	Using	the	withProgressBar	method,	Laravel	will	display	a	progress	bar	and	advance	its	progress	for	each	iteration	over	a	given	iterable	value:	$users	=	$this->withProgressBar(User::all(),	function	($user)	{	$this->performTask($user);
Sometimes,	you	may	need	more	manual	control	over	how	a	progress	bar	is	advanced.	First,	define	the	total	number	of	steps	the	process	will	iterate	through.	Then,	advance	the	progress	bar	after	processing	each	item:	$users	=	App\Models\User::all();$bar	=	$this->output->createProgressBar(count($users));foreach	($users	as	$user)	{	$this-
>performTask($user);	{tip}	For	more	advanced	options,	check	out	the	Symfony	Progress	Bar	component	documentation.	Registering	Commands	All	of	your	console	commands	are	registered	within	your	application's	App\Console\Kernel	class,	which	is	your	application's	"console	kernel".	Within	the	commands	method	of	this	class,	you	will	see	a	call	to
the	kernel's	load	method.	The	load	method	will	scan	the	app/Console/Commands	directory	and	automatically	register	each	command	it	contains	with	Artisan.	You	are	even	free	to	make	additional	calls	to	the	load	method	to	scan	other	directories	for	Artisan	commands:	*	Register	the	commands	for	the	application.protected	function	commands()	$this-
>load(__DIR__.'/Commands');	$this->load(__DIR__.'/../Domain/Orders/Commands');	If	necessary,	you	may	manually	register	commands	by	adding	the	command's	class	name	to	a	$commands	property	within	your	App\Console\Kernel	class.	If	this	property	is	not	already	defined	on	your	kernel,	you	should	define	it	manually.	When	Artisan	boots,	all	the
commands	listed	in	this	property	will	be	resolved	by	the	service	container	and	registered	with	Artisan:	Commands\SendEmails::class	Programmatically	Executing	Commands	Sometimes	you	may	wish	to	execute	an	Artisan	command	outside	of	the	CLI.	For	example,	you	may	wish	to	execute	an	Artisan	command	from	a	route	or	controller.	You	may	use
the	call	method	on	the	Artisan	facade	to	accomplish	this.	The	call	method	accepts	either	the	command's	signature	name	or	class	name	as	its	first	argument,	and	an	array	of	command	parameters	as	the	second	argument.	The	exit	code	will	be	returned:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Artisan;Route::post('/user/{user}/mail',	function	($user)	{	$exitCode
=	Artisan::call('mail:send',	[	'user'	=>	$user,	'--queue'	=>	'default'	Alternatively,	you	may	pass	the	entire	Artisan	command	to	the	call	method	as	a	string:	Artisan::call('mail:send	1	--queue=default');	Passing	Array	Values	If	your	command	defines	an	option	that	accepts	an	array,	you	may	pass	an	array	of	values	to	that	option:	use
Illuminate\Support\Facades\Artisan;Route::post('/mail',	function	()	{	$exitCode	=	Artisan::call('mail:send',	[	Passing	Boolean	Values	If	you	need	to	specify	the	value	of	an	option	that	does	not	accept	string	values,	such	as	the	--force	flag	on	the	migrate:refresh	command,	you	should	pass	true	or	false	as	the	value	of	the	option:	$exitCode	=
Artisan::call('migrate:refresh',	[	Queueing	Artisan	Commands	Using	the	queue	method	on	the	Artisan	facade,	you	may	even	queue	Artisan	commands	so	they	are	processed	in	the	background	by	your	queue	workers.	Before	using	this	method,	make	sure	you	have	configured	your	queue	and	are	running	a	queue	listener:	use
Illuminate\Support\Facades\Artisan;Route::post('/user/{user}/mail',	function	($user)	{	Artisan::queue('mail:send',	[	'user'	=>	$user,	'--queue'	=>	'default'	Using	the	onConnection	and	onQueue	methods,	you	may	specify	the	connection	or	queue	the	Artisan	command	should	be	dispatched	to:	Artisan::queue('mail:send',	[	'user'	=>	1,	'--queue'	=>
'default'])->onConnection('redis')->onQueue('commands');	Calling	Commands	From	Other	Commands	Sometimes	you	may	wish	to	call	other	commands	from	an	existing	Artisan	command.	You	may	do	so	using	the	call	method.	This	call	method	accepts	the	command	name	and	an	array	of	command	arguments	/	options:	*	Execute	the	console	command.
$this->call('mail:send',	[	'user'	=>	1,	'--queue'	=>	'default'	If	you	would	like	to	call	another	console	command	and	suppress	all	of	its	output,	you	may	use	the	callSilently	method.	The	callSilently	method	has	the	same	signature	as	the	call	method:	$this->callSilently('mail:send',	[	'user'	=>	1,	'--queue'	=>	'default'	Signal	Handling	The	Symfony	Console
component,	which	powers	the	Artisan	console,	allows	you	to	indicate	which	process	signals	(if	any)	your	command	handles.	For	example,	you	may	indicate	that	your	command	handles	the	SIGINT	and	SIGTERM	signals.	To	get	started,	you	should	implement	the	Symfony\Component\Console\Command\SignalableCommandInterface	interface	on	your
Artisan	command	class.	This	interface	requires	you	to	define	two	methods:	getSubscribedSignals	and	handleSignal:	use	Symfony\Component\Console\Command\SignalableCommandInterface;class	StartServer	extends	Command	implements	SignalableCommandInterface	*	Get	the	list	of	signals	handled	by	the	command.	public	function
getSubscribedSignals():	array	return	[SIGINT,	SIGTERM];	*	Handle	an	incoming	signal.	public	function	handleSignal(int	$signal):	void	if	($signal	===	SIGINT)	{	As	you	might	expect,	the	getSubscribedSignals	method	should	return	an	array	of	the	signals	that	your	command	can	handle,	while	the	handleSignal	method	receives	the	signal	and	can
respond	accordingly.	Stub	Customization	The	Artisan	console's	make	commands	are	used	to	create	a	variety	of	classes,	such	as	controllers,	jobs,	migrations,	and	tests.	These	classes	are	generated	using	"stub"	files	that	are	populated	with	values	based	on	your	input.	However,	you	may	want	to	make	small	changes	to	files	generated	by	Artisan.	To
accomplish	this,	you	may	use	the	stub:publish	command	to	publish	the	most	common	stubs	to	your	application	so	that	you	can	customize	them:	The	published	stubs	will	be	located	within	a	stubs	directory	in	the	root	of	your	application.	Any	changes	you	make	to	these	stubs	will	be	reflected	when	you	generate	their	corresponding	classes	using	Artisan's
make	commands.	Events	Artisan	dispatches	three	events	when	running	commands:	Illuminate\Console\Events\ArtisanStarting,	Illuminate\Console\Events\CommandStarting,	and	Illuminate\Console\Events\CommandFinished.	The	ArtisanStarting	event	is	dispatched	immediately	when	Artisan	starts	running.	Next,	the	CommandStarting	event	is
dispatched	immediately	before	a	command	runs.	Finally,	the	CommandFinished	event	is	dispatched	once	a	command	finishes	executing.	Page	7	Introduction	Laravel	is	built	with	testing	in	mind.	In	fact,	support	for	testing	with	PHPUnit	is	included	out	of	the	box	and	a	phpunit.xml	file	is	already	set	up	for	your	application.	The	framework	also	ships	with
convenient	helper	methods	that	allow	you	to	expressively	test	your	applications.	By	default,	your	application's	tests	directory	contains	two	directories:	Feature	and	Unit.	Unit	tests	are	tests	that	focus	on	a	very	small,	isolated	portion	of	your	code.	In	fact,	most	unit	tests	probably	focus	on	a	single	method.	Tests	within	your	"Unit"	test	directory	do	not
boot	your	Laravel	application	and	therefore	are	unable	to	access	your	application's	database	or	other	framework	services.	Feature	tests	may	test	a	larger	portion	of	your	code,	including	how	several	objects	interact	with	each	other	or	even	a	full	HTTP	request	to	a	JSON	endpoint.	Generally,	most	of	your	tests	should	be	feature	tests.	These	types	of	tests
provide	the	most	confidence	that	your	system	as	a	whole	is	functioning	as	intended.	An	ExampleTest.php	file	is	provided	in	both	the	Feature	and	Unit	test	directories.	After	installing	a	new	Laravel	application,	execute	the	vendor/bin/phpunit	or	php	artisan	test	commands	to	run	your	tests.	Environment	When	running	tests,	Laravel	will	automatically
set	the	configuration	environment	to	testing	because	of	the	environment	variables	defined	in	the	phpunit.xml	file.	Laravel	also	automatically	configures	the	session	and	cache	to	the	array	driver	while	testing,	meaning	no	session	or	cache	data	will	be	persisted	while	testing.	You	are	free	to	define	other	testing	environment	configuration	values	as
necessary.	The	testing	environment	variables	may	be	configured	in	your	application's	phpunit.xml	file,	but	make	sure	to	clear	your	configuration	cache	using	the	config:clear	Artisan	command	before	running	your	tests!	The	.env.testing	Environment	File	In	addition,	you	may	create	a	.env.testing	file	in	the	root	of	your	project.	This	file	will	be	used
instead	of	the	.env	file	when	running	PHPUnit	tests	or	executing	Artisan	commands	with	the	--env=testing	option.	The	CreatesApplication	Trait	Laravel	includes	a	CreatesApplication	trait	that	is	applied	to	your	application's	base	TestCase	class.	This	trait	contains	a	createApplication	method	that	bootstraps	the	Laravel	application	before	running	your
tests.	It's	important	that	you	leave	this	trait	at	its	original	location	as	some	features,	such	as	Laravel's	parallel	testing	feature,	depend	on	it.	Creating	Tests	To	create	a	new	test	case,	use	the	make:test	Artisan	command.	By	default,	tests	will	be	placed	in	the	tests/Feature	directory:	php	artisan	make:test	UserTest	If	you	would	like	to	create	a	test	within
the	tests/Unit	directory,	you	may	use	the	--unit	option	when	executing	the	make:test	command:	php	artisan	make:test	UserTest	--unit	If	you	would	like	to	create	a	Pest	PHP	test,	you	may	provide	the	--pest	option	to	the	make:test	command:	php	artisan	make:test	UserTest	--pestphp	artisan	make:test	UserTest	--unit	--pest	{tip}	Test	stubs	may	be
customized	using	stub	publishing.	Once	the	test	has	been	generated,	you	may	define	test	methods	as	you	normally	would	using	PHPUnit.	To	run	your	tests,	execute	the	vendor/bin/phpunit	or	php	artisan	test	command	from	your	terminal:	use	PHPUnit\Framework\TestCase;class	ExampleTest	extends	TestCase	public	function	test_basic_test()	{note}	If
you	define	your	own	setUp	/	tearDown	methods	within	a	test	class,	be	sure	to	call	the	respective	parent::setUp()	/	parent::tearDown()	methods	on	the	parent	class.	Running	Tests	As	mentioned	previously,	once	you've	written	tests,	you	may	run	them	using	phpunit:	In	addition	to	the	phpunit	command,	you	may	use	the	test	Artisan	command	to	run	your
tests.	The	Artisan	test	runner	provides	verbose	test	reports	in	order	to	ease	development	and	debugging:	Any	arguments	that	can	be	passed	to	the	phpunit	command	may	also	be	passed	to	the	Artisan	test	command:	php	artisan	test	--testsuite=Feature	--stop-on-failure	Running	Tests	In	Parallel	By	default,	Laravel	and	PHPUnit	execute	your	tests
sequentially	within	a	single	process.	However,	you	may	greatly	reduce	the	amount	of	time	it	takes	to	run	your	tests	by	running	tests	simultaneously	across	multiple	processes.	To	get	started,	ensure	your	application	depends	on	version	^5.3	or	greater	of	the	nunomaduro/collision	package.	Then,	include	the	--parallel	option	when	executing	the	test
Artisan	command:	php	artisan	test	--parallel	By	default,	Laravel	will	create	as	many	processes	as	there	are	available	CPU	cores	on	your	machine.	However,	you	may	adjust	the	number	of	processes	using	the	--processes	option:	php	artisan	test	--parallel	--processes=4	{note}	When	running	tests	in	parallel,	some	PHPUnit	options	(such	as	--do-not-cache-
result)	may	not	be	available.	Parallel	Testing	&	Databases	Laravel	automatically	handles	creating	and	migrating	a	test	database	for	each	parallel	process	that	is	running	your	tests.	The	test	databases	will	be	suffixed	with	a	process	token	which	is	unique	per	process.	For	example,	if	you	have	two	parallel	test	processes,	Laravel	will	create	and	use
your_db_test_1	and	your_db_test_2	test	databases.	By	default,	test	databases	persist	between	calls	to	the	test	Artisan	command	so	that	they	can	be	used	again	by	subsequent	test	invocations.	However,	you	may	re-create	them	using	the	--recreate-databases	option:	php	artisan	test	--parallel	--recreate-databases	Parallel	Testing	Hooks	Occasionally,	you
may	need	to	prepare	certain	resources	used	by	your	application's	tests	so	they	may	be	safely	used	by	multiple	test	processes.	Using	the	ParallelTesting	facade,	you	may	specify	code	to	be	executed	on	the	setUp	and	tearDown	of	a	process	or	test	case.	The	given	closures	receive	the	$token	and	$testCase	variables	that	contain	the	process	token	and	the
current	test	case,	respectively:	use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\Artisan;use	Illuminate\Support\Facades\ParallelTesting;use	Illuminate\Support\ServiceProvider;class	AppServiceProvider	extends	ServiceProvider	*	Bootstrap	any	application	services.	ParallelTesting::setUpProcess(function	($token)	{	ParallelTesting::setUpTestCase(function	($token,
$testCase)	{	//	Executed	when	a	test	database	is	created...	ParallelTesting::setUpTestDatabase(function	($database,	$token)	{	Artisan::call('db:seed');	ParallelTesting::tearDownTestCase(function	($token,	$testCase)	{	ParallelTesting::tearDownProcess(function	($token)	{	Accessing	The	Parallel	Testing	Token	If	you	would	like	to	access	the	current
parallel	process	"token"	from	any	other	location	in	your	application's	test	code,	you	may	use	the	token	method.	This	token	is	a	unique,	string	identifier	for	an	individual	test	process	and	may	be	used	to	segment	resources	across	parallel	test	processes.	For	example,	Laravel	automatically	appends	this	token	to	the	end	of	the	test	databases	created	by
each	parallel	testing	process:	$token	=	ParallelTesting::token();	Reporting	Test	Coverage	{note}	This	feature	requires	Xdebug	or	PCOV.	When	running	your	application	tests,	you	may	want	to	determine	whether	your	test	cases	are	actually	covering	the	application	code	and	how	much	application	code	is	used	when	running	your	tests.	To	accomplish
this,	you	may	provide	the	--coverage	option	when	invoking	the	test	command:	php	artisan	test	--coverage	Enforcing	A	Minimum	Coverage	Threshold	You	may	use	the	--min	option	to	define	a	minimum	test	coverage	threshold	for	your	application.	The	test	suite	will	fail	if	this	threshold	is	not	met:	php	artisan	test	--coverage	--min=80.3	Page	8
Introduction	Laravel	Cashier	Stripe	provides	an	expressive,	fluent	interface	to	Stripe's	subscription	billing	services.	It	handles	almost	all	of	the	boilerplate	subscription	billing	code	you	are	dreading	writing.	In	addition	to	basic	subscription	management,	Cashier	can	handle	coupons,	swapping	subscription,	subscription	"quantities",	cancellation	grace
periods,	and	even	generate	invoice	PDFs.	Upgrading	Cashier	When	upgrading	to	a	new	version	of	Cashier,	it's	important	that	you	carefully	review	the	upgrade	guide.	{note}	To	prevent	breaking	changes,	Cashier	uses	a	fixed	Stripe	API	version.	Cashier	13	utilizes	Stripe	API	version	2020-08-27.	The	Stripe	API	version	will	be	updated	on	minor	releases
in	order	to	make	use	of	new	Stripe	features	and	improvements.	Installation	First,	install	the	Cashier	package	for	Stripe	using	the	Composer	package	manager:	composer	require	laravel/cashier	{note}	To	ensure	Cashier	properly	handles	all	Stripe	events,	remember	to	set	up	Cashier's	webhook	handling.	Database	Migrations	Cashier's	service	provider
registers	its	own	database	migration	directory,	so	remember	to	migrate	your	database	after	installing	the	package.	The	Cashier	migrations	will	add	several	columns	to	your	users	table	as	well	as	create	a	new	subscriptions	table	to	hold	all	of	your	customer's	subscriptions:	If	you	need	to	overwrite	the	migrations	that	ship	with	Cashier,	you	can	publish
them	using	the	vendor:publish	Artisan	command:	php	artisan	vendor:publish	--tag="cashier-migrations"	If	you	would	like	to	prevent	Cashier's	migrations	from	running	entirely,	you	may	use	the	ignoreMigrations	method	provided	by	Cashier.	Typically,	this	method	should	be	called	in	the	register	method	of	your	AppServiceProvider:	use
Laravel\Cashier\Cashier;	*	Register	any	application	services.public	function	register()	Cashier::ignoreMigrations();	{note}	Stripe	recommends	that	any	column	used	for	storing	Stripe	identifiers	should	be	case-sensitive.	Therefore,	you	should	ensure	the	column	collation	for	the	stripe_id	column	is	set	to	utf8_bin	when	using	MySQL.	More	information
regarding	this	can	be	found	in	the	Stripe	documentation.	Configuration	Billable	Model	Before	using	Cashier,	add	the	Billable	trait	to	your	billable	model	definition.	Typically,	this	will	be	the	App\Models\User	model.	This	trait	provides	various	methods	to	allow	you	to	perform	common	billing	tasks,	such	as	creating	subscriptions,	applying	coupons,	and
updating	payment	method	information:	use	Laravel\Cashier\Billable;class	User	extends	Authenticatable	Cashier	assumes	your	billable	model	will	be	the	App\Models\User	class	that	ships	with	Laravel.	If	you	wish	to	change	this	you	may	specify	a	different	model	via	the	useCustomerModel	method.	This	method	should	typically	be	called	in	the	boot
method	of	your	AppServiceProvider	class:	use	App\Models\Cashier\User;use	Laravel\Cashier\Cashier;	*	Bootstrap	any	application	services.	Cashier::useCustomerModel(User::class);	{note}	If	you're	using	a	model	other	than	Laravel's	supplied	App\Models\User	model,	you'll	need	to	publish	and	alter	the	Cashier	migrations	provided	to	match	your
alternative	model's	table	name.	API	Keys	Next,	you	should	configure	your	Stripe	API	keys	in	your	application's	.env	file.	You	can	retrieve	your	Stripe	API	keys	from	the	Stripe	control	panel:	STRIPE_KEY=your-stripe-keySTRIPE_SECRET=your-stripe-secretSTRIPE_WEBHOOK_SECRET=your-stripe-webhook-secret	{note}	You	should	ensure	that	the
STRIPE_WEBHOOK_SECRET	environment	variable	is	defined	in	your	application's	.env	file,	as	this	variable	is	used	to	ensure	that	incoming	webhooks	are	actually	from	Stripe.	Currency	Configuration	The	default	Cashier	currency	is	United	States	Dollars	(USD).	You	can	change	the	default	currency	by	setting	the	CASHIER_CURRENCY	environment
variable	within	your	application's	.env	file:	In	addition	to	configuring	Cashier's	currency,	you	may	also	specify	a	locale	to	be	used	when	formatting	money	values	for	display	on	invoices.	Internally,	Cashier	utilizes	PHP's	NumberFormatter	class	to	set	the	currency	locale:	CASHIER_CURRENCY_LOCALE=nl_BE	{note}	In	order	to	use	locales	other	than
en,	ensure	the	ext-intl	PHP	extension	is	installed	and	configured	on	your	server.	Tax	Configuration	Thanks	to	Stripe	Tax,	it's	possible	to	automatically	calculate	taxes	for	all	invoices	generated	by	Stripe.	You	can	enable	automatic	tax	calculation	by	invoking	the	calculateTaxes	method	in	the	boot	method	of	your	application's
App\Providers\AppServiceProvider	class:	use	Laravel\Cashier\Cashier;	*	Bootstrap	any	application	services.	Cashier::calculateTaxes();	Once	tax	calculation	has	been	enabled,	any	new	subscriptions	and	any	one-off	invoices	that	are	generated	will	receive	automatic	tax	calculation.	For	this	feature	to	work	properly,	your	customer's	billing	details,	such
as	the	customer's	name,	address,	and	tax	ID,	need	to	be	synced	to	Stripe.	You	may	use	the	customer	data	synchronization	and	Tax	ID	methods	offered	by	Cashier	to	accomplish	this.	{note}	Unfortunately,	for	now,	no	tax	is	calculated	for	single	charges	or	single	charge	checkouts.	In	addition,	Stripe	Tax	is	currently	"invite-only"	during	its	beta	period.
You	can	request	access	to	Stripe	Tax	via	the	Stripe	Tax	website.	Logging	Cashier	allows	you	to	specify	the	log	channel	to	be	used	when	logging	fatal	Stripe	errors.	You	may	specify	the	log	channel	by	defining	the	CASHIER_LOGGER	environment	variable	within	your	application's	.env	file:	Exceptions	that	are	generated	by	API	calls	to	Stripe	will	be
logged	through	your	application's	default	log	channel.	Using	Custom	Models	You	are	free	to	extend	the	models	used	internally	by	Cashier	by	defining	your	own	model	and	extending	the	corresponding	Cashier	model:	use	Laravel\Cashier\Subscription	as	CashierSubscription;class	Subscription	extends	CashierSubscription	After	defining	your	model,	you
may	instruct	Cashier	to	use	your	custom	model	via	the	Laravel\Cashier\Cashier	class.	Typically,	you	should	inform	Cashier	about	your	custom	models	in	the	boot	method	of	your	application's	App\Providers\AppServiceProvider	class:	use	App\Models\Cashier\Subscription;use	App\Models\Cashier\SubscriptionItem;	*	Bootstrap	any	application	services.
Cashier::useSubscriptionModel(Subscription::class);	Cashier::useSubscriptionItemModel(SubscriptionItem::class);	Customers	Retrieving	Customers	You	can	retrieve	a	customer	by	their	Stripe	ID	using	the	Cashier::findBillable	method.	This	method	will	return	an	instance	of	the	billable	model:	use	Laravel\Cashier\Cashier;$user	=
Cashier::findBillable($stripeId);	Creating	Customers	Occasionally,	you	may	wish	to	create	a	Stripe	customer	without	beginning	a	subscription.	You	may	accomplish	this	using	the	createAsStripeCustomer	method:	$stripeCustomer	=	$user->createAsStripeCustomer();	Once	the	customer	has	been	created	in	Stripe,	you	may	begin	a	subscription	at	a
later	date.	You	may	provide	an	optional	$options	array	to	pass	in	any	additional	customer	creation	parameters	that	are	supported	by	the	Stripe	API:	$stripeCustomer	=	$user->createAsStripeCustomer($options);	You	may	use	the	asStripeCustomer	method	if	you	want	to	return	the	Stripe	customer	object	for	a	billable	model:	$stripeCustomer	=	$user-
>asStripeCustomer();	The	createOrGetStripeCustomer	method	may	be	used	if	you	would	like	to	retrieve	the	Stripe	customer	object	for	a	given	billable	model	but	are	not	sure	whether	the	billable	model	is	already	a	customer	within	Stripe.	This	method	will	create	a	new	customer	in	Stripe	if	one	does	not	already	exist:	$stripeCustomer	=	$user-
>createOrGetStripeCustomer();	Updating	Customers	Occasionally,	you	may	wish	to	update	the	Stripe	customer	directly	with	additional	information.	You	may	accomplish	this	using	the	updateStripeCustomer	method.	This	method	accepts	an	array	of	customer	update	options	supported	by	the	Stripe	API:	$stripeCustomer	=	$user-
>updateStripeCustomer($options);	Balances	Stripe	allows	you	to	credit	or	debit	a	customer's	"balance".	Later,	this	balance	will	be	credited	or	debited	on	new	invoices.	To	check	the	customer's	total	balance	you	may	use	the	balance	method	that	is	available	on	your	billable	model.	The	balance	method	will	return	a	formatted	string	representation	of	the
balance	in	the	customer's	currency:	$balance	=	$user->balance();	To	credit	a	customer's	balance,	you	may	provide	a	negative	value	to	the	applyBalance	method.	If	you	wish,	you	may	also	provide	a	description:	$user->applyBalance(-500,	'Premium	customer	top-up.');	Providing	a	positive	value	to	the	applyBalance	method	will	debit	the	customer's
balance:	$user->applyBalance(300,	'Bad	usage	penalty.');	The	applyBalance	method	will	create	new	customer	balance	transactions	for	the	customer.	You	may	retrieve	these	transaction	records	using	the	balanceTransactions	method,	which	may	be	useful	in	order	to	provide	a	log	of	credits	and	debits	for	the	customer	to	review:	//	Retrieve	all
transactions...$transactions	=	$user->balanceTransactions();foreach	($transactions	as	$transaction)	{	$amount	=	$transaction->amount();	//	$2.31	//	Retrieve	the	related	invoice	when	available...	$invoice	=	$transaction->invoice();	Tax	IDs	Cashier	offers	an	easy	way	to	manage	a	customer's	tax	IDs.	For	example,	the	taxIds	method	may	be	used	to
retrieve	all	of	the	tax	IDs	that	are	assigned	to	a	customer	as	a	collection:	$taxIds	=	$user->taxIds();	You	can	also	retrieve	a	specific	tax	ID	for	a	customer	by	its	identifier:	$taxId	=	$user->findTaxId('txi_belgium');	You	may	create	a	new	Tax	ID	by	providing	a	valid	type	and	value	to	the	createTaxId	method:	$taxId	=	$user->createTaxId('eu_vat',
'BE0123456789');	The	createTaxId	method	will	immediately	add	the	VAT	ID	to	the	customer's	account.	Verification	of	VAT	IDs	is	also	done	by	Stripe;	however,	this	is	an	asynchronous	process.	You	can	be	notified	of	verification	updates	by	subscribing	to	the	customer.tax_id.updated	webhook	event	and	inspecting	the	VAT	IDs	verification	parameter.
For	more	information	on	handling	webhooks,	please	consult	the	documentation	on	defining	webhook	handlers.	You	may	delete	a	tax	ID	using	the	deleteTaxId	method:	$user->deleteTaxId('txi_belgium');	Syncing	Customer	Data	With	Stripe	Typically,	when	your	application's	users	update	their	name,	email	address,	or	other	information	that	is	also	stored
by	Stripe,	you	should	inform	Stripe	of	the	updates.	By	doing	so,	Stripe's	copy	of	the	information	will	be	in	sync	with	your	application's.	To	automate	this,	you	may	define	an	event	listener	on	your	billable	model	that	reacts	to	the	model's	updated	event.	Then,	within	your	event	listener,	you	may	invoke	the	syncStripeCustomerDetails	method	on	the
model:	use	function	Illuminate\Events\queueable;	*	The	"booted"	method	of	the	model.protected	static	function	booted()	static::updated(queueable(function	($customer)	{	if	($customer->hasStripeId())	{	$customer->syncStripeCustomerDetails();	Now,	every	time	your	customer	model	is	updated,	its	information	will	be	synced	with	Stripe.	For
convenience,	Cashier	will	automatically	sync	your	customer's	information	with	Stripe	on	the	initial	creation	of	the	customer.	You	may	customize	the	columns	used	for	syncing	customer	information	to	Stripe	by	overriding	a	variety	of	methods	provided	by	Cashier.	For	example,	you	may	override	the	stripeName	method	to	customize	the	attribute	that
should	be	considered	the	customer's	"name"	when	Cashier	syncs	customer	information	to	Stripe:	*	Get	the	customer	name	that	should	be	synced	to	Stripe.public	function	stripeName()	return	$this->company_name;	Similarly,	you	may	override	the	stripeEmail,	stripePhone,	and	stripeAddress	methods.	These	methods	will	sync	information	to	their
corresponding	customer	parameters	when	updating	the	Stripe	customer	object.	If	you	wish	to	take	total	control	over	the	customer	information	sync	process,	you	may	override	the	syncStripeCustomerDetails	method.	Billing	Portal	Stripe	offers	an	easy	way	to	set	up	a	billing	portal	so	that	your	customer	can	manage	their	subscription,	payment	methods,



and	view	their	billing	history.	You	can	redirect	your	users	to	the	billing	portal	by	invoking	the	redirectToBillingPortal	method	on	the	billable	model	from	a	controller	or	route:	use	Illuminate\Http\Request;Route::get('/billing-portal',	function	(Request	$request)	{	return	$request->user()->redirectToBillingPortal();	By	default,	when	the	user	is	finished
managing	their	subscription,	they	will	be	able	to	return	to	the	home	route	of	your	application	via	a	link	within	the	Stripe	billing	portal.	You	may	provide	a	custom	URL	that	the	user	should	return	to	by	passing	the	URL	as	an	argument	to	the	redirectToBillingPortal	method:	use	Illuminate\Http\Request;Route::get('/billing-portal',	function	(Request
$request)	{	return	$request->user()->redirectToBillingPortal(route('billing'));	If	you	would	like	to	generate	the	URL	to	the	billing	portal	without	generating	an	HTTP	redirect	response,	you	may	invoke	the	billingPortalUrl	method:	$url	=	$request->user()->billingPortalUrl(route('billing'));	Payment	Methods	Storing	Payment	Methods	In	order	to	create
subscriptions	or	perform	"one	off"	charges	with	Stripe,	you	will	need	to	store	a	payment	method	and	retrieve	its	identifier	from	Stripe.	The	approach	used	to	accomplish	this	differs	based	on	whether	you	plan	to	use	the	payment	method	for	subscriptions	or	single	charges,	so	we	will	examine	both	below.	Payment	Methods	For	Subscriptions	When
storing	a	customer's	credit	card	information	for	future	use	by	a	subscription,	the	Stripe	"Setup	Intents"	API	must	be	used	to	securely	gather	the	customer's	payment	method	details.	A	"Setup	Intent"	indicates	to	Stripe	the	intention	to	charge	a	customer's	payment	method.	Cashier's	Billable	trait	includes	the	createSetupIntent	method	to	easily	create	a
new	Setup	Intent.	You	should	invoke	this	method	from	the	route	or	controller	that	will	render	the	form	which	gathers	your	customer's	payment	method	details:	return	view('update-payment-method',	[	'intent'	=>	$user->createSetupIntent()	After	you	have	created	the	Setup	Intent	and	passed	it	to	the	view,	you	should	attach	its	secret	to	the	element
that	will	gather	the	payment	method.	For	example,	consider	this	"update	payment	method"	form:	Next,	the	Stripe.js	library	may	be	used	to	attach	a	Stripe	Element	to	the	form	and	securely	gather	the	customer's	payment	details:
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